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Abstract
A vectorized source algorithm was developed to replace the existing 
calculation. in the nodal core neutronics code SIMULATE-E. The code 
was developed for applications to LWR fuel management and was coded for 
optimal performance on the CDC-6000 series scalar computers. The code 
was adapted to the CYBER 205 vector computer at Purdue University for 
use on the CYBER scalar processor. Several automatic vectorization 
methods were applied unsuccessfully to the source calculation 
subroutine. The vectorized version resulted in an improvement of 60-70% 
in the computational speed compared to the original scalar version with 




the most important consideration in minimizing 
Computing costs for large scalar mainframe computers was to minimize 
ftprage requirements during code execution. With the recent development 
of largo# high-speed vector computers, such as the CYBER 205, the 
requirements for minimal computation costs have changed*. Since the 
CYBER and others of its kind are virtual storage machines# memory space 
is not a primary consideration, and the objective is to design 
algorithms which fully utilize the high-speed computing capabilities of 
the vector processors.
The growing use of vector computers has led to a need to redesign 
the codes used for various nuclear applications. In particular, the 
EPRI LWR core neutronics simulator, SIMULATE-E, is one such program. 
Originally designed for the CDC 6000 series machines, SIMULATE has been 
adapted to the CYBER 205 scalar processor for core analysis research at 
Purdue University. As originally coded, the cost and time efficiency of 
the code are less than optimal when executed on the CYBER, This work is 
an investigation of vectorization of the source calculation, one of the 
most time-consuming portions of SIMULATE, and therefore the most likely 
method for reducing computing costs.
The problem used for verifying this investigation was a four-loop 
Westinghouse PWR first-core design. Details on benchmarking are 
provided in Chapter 2.
21.2 Introduction to SIMULATE-E
SIMULATE-E1 is a LWR core simulator nodal code, developed by Yankee 
Atomic Electric Company under contract from EPRI. It can be used to 
simulate most performance characteristics of the LWR, including control 
rod movement, incore instrumentation responses, xenon transients, and 
depletion. The details of these and other options are provided in the 
code manual^.
1.2.1 Cross Section Requirements
Code input requirements are principally plant parameters and 
assembly-averaged macroscopic cross sections as a function of fuel 
burnup. Cross sections are most commonly provided as two-group 
macroscopic cross sections, consisting of fast and thermal transport, 
absorption, (/-fission, and k-fission cross sections, and the fast-to- 
thermal removal cross section. In this work, cross sections are 
generated with a standard lattice code for each assembly type. All 
cross sections are generated at a fixed power level, with no fission 
products* no lumped burnable absorbers* and a fixed soluble poison 
concentration. Variations from this standard condition are treated as 
feedbacks on the base cross sections. For example, the moderator 
density and the saturating fission products are treated as 5£s as a 
function of local assembly conditions. Generally, the burnup dependence 
of these /feedbacks' is small* so that it may be neglected. The power 
feedback effects on the cross sections is also small ( .1%) for thermal 
reactors, and is generally neglected in practice. Burnable absorber
3cross sections as a function of assembly burnup are accounted for using 
the assembly fluxes to deplete the burnable absorber pins in each 
assembly, as developed by Stillman^ (see Appendix A).
1.2.2 Programming Details
SIMULATE is divided into three large segments to permit a smooth 
flow of the calculation through the root segment. Figure 1^ shows the 
program segmentation. Segment INPUT1 deals with the input processing 
and data assignment. It assigns memory locations for the large arrays 
and memory pointers for la^er access to subroutines, decodes the free 
format input, and initializes the common block variables. The 
subroutine MAGIC is included here, which performs geometry 
transformations on the input core fraction. Node sizes may be expanded 
or contracted, symmetry conditions may be created or eliminated by 
alteration of the core fraction modeled, and coordinate axes may be 
changed. Details on this subroutine are available in the code manual*’.
Segment NUCLER is the heart of the code, in that it iteratively 
solves the coupled nuclear-hydraulic equations. Figure 2 shows the 
flow diagram for the solution. The flow of NUCLER for a typical PWR 
calculation is explained here.
An initial power distribution is provided either from input or a 
previous calculation. The control rods (if applicable) are adjusted, 
and a moderator density distribution at each node is calculated. The 
cross sections are updated in accordance with the control and moderator 
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Figure 2. Expanded View of NHCLER
6These serve ss input for the source calculation. The source calculation 
is performed, using an inner-outer iteration scheme (Sect. 2.1), until 
the source distribution is converged. A new power distribution is then 
calculated from the source, and a criticality search is performed. For 
PWRs, the control search is a soluble boron concentration search, and 
for BWRs, control rod pattern adjustment is performed. If the moderator 
density distribution is not converged, then the program loops back to 
the moderator density calculation until convergence is achieved. The 
control loop is then tested for convergence (if applicable). If it is 
not converged, the control is readjusted and the calculation is started 
at the moderator density loop. Wien the control loop is converged, a 
depletion step is taken, and the process repeats until all timesteps 
have been completed. The calculation sequence then returns to INPUT!, 
and if no other cases are required the program terminates.
Segment ANALYS contains various subroutines used to analyze, 
reproduce, and plot incore instrumentation responses. These subroutines 
are not in common use and will not be discussed further.
71.3 Objectives
The objective of this work was to investigate the vectorization of 
the inner source calculation in the program SIMULATE-E. Criteria for 
this work were to minimize changes to the program structure and to 
reproduce exactly pre-existing benchmark cases with no change in input. 
Finally, this work also was to formulate recommendations for future 
vectorization that will further enhance the efficiency of the code on
the CYBER
82. SIMULATE-E
2.1 SIM0LATE-E Source Calculation
2.1.1 Background
Q
Figure 3 shows the nodal geometry for a node * i* surrounded by its 
six nearest neighbors *j*. The SIMULATE-E source calculation is 
performed for each node * i* coupling it to all its nearest neighbors* 
yielding the matrix equation:
. .ii - f ^ (1)
eff ■
where £ is the loss matrix i.leakage and scattering) and £ is the fission 
matrix. The solution of this equation for the soorce matrix £ is
o
performed in the following manner (Fig. 4) . A source distribution is 
given as input, either by the user or from a previous iteration. This 
is used in the outer iteration level to compute the right side of the 
equation, which is now a known quantity. A new source matrix £n+^, 
where n denotes the n**1 iterate, is computed in the inner iteration 
level by 'inverting* the matrix £:
£tt+1 = ]f1 —£ £n* (2)
k“ff ■
This is done until the inner level is converged, when a now keff 
computed:.
n+1
and the right side is recalculated via Eq. (1).
(3)
This inner-outer source




















iteration continues until both levels are fully converged.
Convergence of this algorithm is guaranteed, as the matrix | is an
irreducible10, diagonally-dominant11, consistently-ordered two-cycle
matrix11, with the unknowns ordered row by row and plane, and having
seven non-zero stripes. This type of iterative scheme has been applied
' 13 14successfully to the multi-dimensional diffusion code PDQ-5 * .
The method used to invert the matrix iteratively is a line 
successive displacement technique. Lines of nodes in the axial (k) 
direction are relaxed simultaneously, and the core is swept through 
using the most recently calculated values in £ for the coupling to 
adjacent nodes. This results in a standard Gauss-Seidel iterative 
method. Experience has shown that only 2 to 4 inner level sweeps are 
needed to provide sufficient convergence.
The outer level iterations may be accelerated through the use of 
Chebyshev polynomials13,14,15. Extrapolation is used to derive a new 
outer source distribution based upon the two previous outer 
distributions and the present one. This option is available with 
appropriate- input parameters.
2.1.2 The Nodal Balance Equation
The SI balance equation15 for each node ’i’ coupled
to its six nearest neighbors *j' is, in its standard form:
6 6 k(i)
S(i) Ir(i) l Mi) +"i 1 - l fttf rCj)V.(j)s(j) - (4)j«i 3 j=iKl3/
12
S(i)ti - aCi)r(i) i + l ®(j)r(j) ^(j)s(j)
eff j-I 3 j=l 1
where:
S(i) = number of fast neutrons born in node i 
due to fissions there
k(i) * k for node ' i*C9
rU) = total leakage parameter for node 'i
a(i) = total absorption parameter for node ' i
^.(i)
J
= partial leakage parameter for neutrons 
leaking from node 'i' to 
adjacent nodes ’j'
keff = effective multiplication factor
j = node adjacent to ' i',
This standard formulation is modified slightly to account for the 
following two important effects; (1) The line successive displacement 
technique uses a relaxation factor in the axial coupling;; (2) Non-cubic 
nodes, which raqnire a factor of where Ax is the nodal dimension in 
the x-y plane and Az is the dimension in the z-direction, to correct for 
the axial leakage coupling.
The right side of Eq. (4) is calculated in the outer source
17iteration, and stored in the variable SRC. The coded version-' of the 
source equation is broken into several components, then assembled via 
the axial coupling. First, the in-leakage from the four adjacent nodes 
in the x-y plane is computed for every node in the axial stack and 








r4(j.)tl ~ p4 (i) 1 
"i(j) “ 1 - PjCDp^j) (6)
is the fractional leakage from code 'i’ to adjacent nodes ’j’.
The axial in-leakage coupling is computed for each node in the 
axial stack and stored in arrays BKM(K) and BKP(K). BKP couples the 
upper nodes to ’i' and BKM couples the lower nodes to ' i’. the assembly 
of these terms is accomplished through two terms* RVT(K) and CTV(K). 
These are merely intermediate terms* but their development is useful for 
demonstration of the effects of the cubic node simplification. CTV is 
the partial leakage to the adjacent nodes Vj’ from node 'i', including 





rj<i) s-fractional leakage to node 1j * from 
node *i' without reflection
« axial reflection factor
and RVI(K) is the vertical reflection parameter







1 + Az[l + Pj(i)3
cable nodes here,, then RVI is simplified
RVI(K)
_ II - p.(i)] 
1 " U + P.(i)l 
II - p. (i)]1 + mrn.rnmmlm Vi
• U + P>(i)l
J
(9)
The assembly of BEM and BEP is then performed, withBKM containing
CTVlK-1), BET nsing CTV(K+1), and both using BVI(E). In terms of nodes 
1 * j *, the assembled parameters ate identical, and assembly is 
shown for BlP only:
BEP(E)
r(j)ri(j)h(i) j MW (10)
Simplifying the fraction at the 
desired form of BEP and BEM:
i + "iyItK)*;f, ■.
of Eq. (10), this yields the
BEP(E)
U - P,(i)l
r(j)tj(j) u . Pi(j)Pj(i)] 
J] kfj} f(j) i-jd).
(11)
The leakage oat of each node 'i' is computed outside the inner 
source calculation and stored in the array RlJXlJ. This term includes 
the leakage components to all six adjacent nodes 'j’, and accounts for 
the affects of the peripheral and axial albedos* It includes the axial 
relaxation factor, and for the representation presented here, the cubic 
node assumption is in effect. For a node in the Core interior (no
15
effects from the albedos), RIJXIJ is given as:
(12)
where the first term sums the leakage to the four adjacent nodes in the 
x-y plane, and the second term is the relaxed axial leakage coupling.
Assembly of the nodal source array follows this step. First, the
This array serves two purposes in the final source assembly: (1) 
provides the axial ih-leakage down the axial stack of nodes in the 
source equation; (2) removes the overlapping leakage terms of RIJXIJ. 
This second use is necessary since the source in the nodes below 'i' 
already account for in-leakage from the nodes 'j' above them, and this 
double in-leakage effect must be removed from the solution for effective 
axial nodal coupling. Thus the term BKP(K)*DUPP(K-1) appears in the 
denominator of Eq. (13) and in the denominator of the coded source 
equation.
Final assembly of the nodal source is accomplished by first solving 
up the axial stack:
upper diagonal of the matrix jT^i* computed and stored in the array
DUPP(K)
DUPP(I) « --BEPi*)______ _____1 + RIJXIJ + BKM(K)*DUPP(K-1) (13)
(14)
- SOURC(K) * SOURC(K) - DUPP(K)•S0URC(K>1)..
This pfedhcea Che-' final source equation:
BHK + [-£££] + BKM*S0URC(K-1) + BKP*S0URC(K+1)
(15)
1 + RIJIIJ + BKM*PDPP()irli)5 *
If if 1st correctly assumed that the final denominator term in Eq.
is small, then this may be rewritten easily in terms of the node 'i' and
its sla .aeereat neighbors * j':
S(i)
'trW ^3l)S( j‘) », j V('J>^j<3>s(i>
i t*. (i) + r(i)
b1 J . ''
^CD
SRC





SRC = right side of Eq.
This is then the solution of Eq. (4) subject to the solution scheme 
outlined in Sect. 2 .1.1.
17
2.2 Benchmark Calculations
The plant selected for benchmark and verification was a foor-loop 
Vestinghonse PVR using 17x17 standard pin array fuel assemblies with 
borosilicate glass burnable absorber pins for reactivity control* The 
first cycle of the plant was used due to the large amount of data
available on this particular core design. Figure 5 shows the core
design for the first cycle. Assembly-averaged cross sections were
developed using the Vestinghonse codes ARE and TORTISE • ARK is a 
zero-dimensional spectrum generating code with isotopics libraries
(similar to LEOPARD), and TORTISE is a 2-D diffusion code used for the 
spatial c?oss section collapsing. Both these codes are proprietary, and 
hence documentation Is not publicly available.
Input for the benchmark calculation is available in Appendix B. 
Details On the 2-D modeling used for the calculation were developed by 
Kim19. The benchmarking procedure consists of adjusting the peripheral 
(radial) albedos and the nodal flux shape parameter until the SIMULATE 
nodal power distribution matches the design power distribution. For the 
2-D case, the axial albedos are used to adjust the axial leakage such 
that the model prediction matches the exact cycle length. For the 3-D 
case the axial albedos adjust the axial power profile. Figures 6 and 7
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Figure 5. Cycle 1 Benchmark Case Core Loading Pattern
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Fignre 6« Benchmark Case Resalts for 2D Case
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1 . 100 
1 . 126 
+2. 4
<- Reference Power 
<- SIMULATE Power 
< — */. Difference 
<- AVG % Diff
0.980
0.973
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Figaro 7. Benchmark Case Resalts for 3D Case
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2.3 Adaptation to the CYBER 205
The adaptation of SIMULATE-E to the CYBER 205 scalar processor was 
not a complex task. The main changes were to accommodate slight 
differences in FORMAT statement parameters and delete unnecessary lines 
from the program. The memory base was changed from nser input to a 
fixed storage space. Other changes resulted from the difference in full 
word size between the CYBER and the CDC 6600 (64 bits vs. 60 bits). 
Data statements were changed into proper format for the CYBER, and 
several common blocks were adjusted to reconcile the differences in 
timing routines between the two machines#
Changes were made to the program using the CDC utility UPDATEP , 
since the source code was transmitted in the UPDATEP format from EPRI. 
A listing of the UPDATEP deck used to alter SIMULATE-E for the CYBER is 
provided in Appendix C*
Included in the SIMULATE-E transmittal tape were several sample
22
problems used to test various aspects of the program. Table 1 shows 
the comparison of running times for the eight sample problems for both 
the CDC and CYBER. As can be seen, the CYBER provides a factor of about 
6 to 10 decrease in the running times as compared to the CDC, even
without any vectorization of the coding.
TABLE 1, Execution Time Comparison for SIHULATE-E Sample Cases
CPU Time (sec)
Sample Problem CDC-6600 CYBER 205
#1 - Haling Calculation 56.31 6.69
#2 - Equilibrium and Transient Xenon 3.82
#3 - Input Processing: MAGIC and AUDIT 64.31 7.76
#4 - Multicycle Depletion 56.77 6.35
#5 - Control Rod Options . * 18.80
#6 -Source Iterations 172.93 15.51
#7 - Depletion Logic 50.46 5.50
m - PVR Demonstration 188.49 16.56
* No calculation was performed.




3.1.1 Introduction to CYBER Vector Hardware
Tfce CYBER 205 has two parallel vector pipelines available for 
vector computations. This section will briefly discuss howtbe vector 
pipeline increases computational efficiency compared to scalar 
computers. More detailed information is available in the reference23.
A computational vector is a series of scalar array elements* all of 
which have the same basic operations performed on them sequentially. 
Thus, by definition* a scalar array is also a vector, and may be tregted 
as such. Thi,s is .especially useful for coding many types of matrix 
operations* as will be discussed later in this section.
For a vector operation, the vector pipeline loads the entire vector 
from storage in one step. It then feeds the vector elements one by one 
into the processing unit (pipeline) until the vector operation is 
completed. As an example* consider a vector operation which consists of 
six machine operations on vectors A(N) and X(N)* to be stored in the 
vector B(N), After loading the vectors A and X, the first elements of 
both are fed to the pipeline for the first step. After the first step 






Vector Pipeline Operation 
3 4 5 6 Output
When the first operation in the pipeline is completed# the first 
elements of the vectors are then passed to the second operation, and the 






Vector Pipeline Operation 
2 3 4 56 Output
A(l) --— --- - ---- ----- ----
X(l) —— —-- —— ----
B(l) --- - — ----- ----- ----
The feed process continues in this fashion until the entire vector
computation is completed. At the ith step, the pipeline status is:
Vector Pipeline Operation
Input 1 2 3
A( i+1 ;N) A( i) A(i-l) A( i-2) 
X(i+1 ;.N) X(i) X(i-l) XU-2).
B(i+l»N) B(i) B(i-l) B(i-2)
4 5 6 Output
A(i-3) A(i-4) AU-5) A(l; i-6)
X(i-3) X(i-4) X(i-5) X(l;i-6)
B(i-3) B(i-4) B(i-5) B(l;i-6)
When all elements of the vectors have been processed, the vectors are 
then returned to storage in one step. Thus, previous values are 
unavailable for use in mid-stream, as the new values have not been 
stored yet. This presents problems with some matrix applications, as 
will be discussed in a later section.
This 'rapid fire* processing of virtually identical calculations 
provides the computational power of the CYBER vector unit. However, 
there are limitations to the practicality of this on the CYBER. The
25
vector* length is limited to 65536 words* or one large pagb of memory^ 
This is because vectors larger than this must be loaded in tiore than one 
section* and this creates problems in the vector I/O unit* gbnbraliy 
causing sections of the vector to disappear* or gives resulti which ire 
meaningless. Conversely* short vectors may actually use more CPU time 
than scalar calculations. This is due to the large startup time
9 Arequired for the vector unit . For a vector add or multiply, the
startup time is approximately 51 machine cycles, regardless of vector
length, while the scalar unit startup time for the same operations is
about 9 cycles. Thus, even for simple operations with main meioOry
storage of vectors, a vector length of at least 6 elements is heeded for
any improvement to be seen, and practical applications may requite even 
25longer vectors
3.1.2 CYBER Memory Storage and Access2^*2'*
The CYBER 205 at Purdue has Over two million 64-bit words of 
central memory and 4.8 billion 8-bytes of fast dish storage. Since this 
is a virtual memory machine, the user may access far more storage space 
than is available in the central memory. During execution, the central 
memory holds only the code and data in current use/ Sixteen associative
registers hold the locations in memory of the most recently used units, 
and provide quick access to them. Other units, or pages, mUy be stored 
on disk, or in central memory, with their addresses stored in a page 
translation table which is searched to access less frequently or less 
recently used pages. When access to a page not in the associative 
registers is needed, the system searches the translation table for the
26
addres*. The system then loads the page into central memory, resulting 
in a page fault. The same result is produced if the page is not present 
in the page translation table and must be loaded from dish. This is 
because the system must halt execution to search for the appropriate 
address and then load it into central memory. The necessity for dish 
storage use is determined by the number and size of the pages used - 
small pages use 2048 words, and large pages use 65536 words. Unless 
specified, all units are mapped onto small pages during loading.
Array storage in the CTBER is similar to that in other machines, 
that is, array storage is columnwise. However, uniihe these other 
systems, access to arrays by vector references must also be in a 
columnwise fashion. Thus, if a vector reference is given for a two-' 
dimensional arrayA(i0,10) as A(l,l;20), this would access the first two 
columns of the array. The vector reference gives a starting location 
for access, that is, the array element where access is to begin, and the 
number of consecutive elements to be accessed including the Starting 
point. If an entire vector or parts of a vector are to be referenced 
frequently in calculations, then a descriptor may be used in place of 
the cumbersome vector notation. A descriptor is a pointer to a specific 
memory location and includes the length of the vector to be accessed. 
Thus, a descriptor is a specific vector reference which is essentially 
assigned to a variable. However, partial referencing of a descriptor is 
not allowed, so all references must be made to the entire vector.
If rowwise accessing of an array is required for the computations, 
this may be defined by using the ROWWISE declaration for the array.
Then the array would be stored and accessed by row instead of by column, 
and the array reference A(l,l;20) would refer to the first two rows of 
the matrix A defined above, if A was declared is a rowwise vector.
3.1.3 Applications to Matrix Computations
From the discussion above, it is easily seen that vector code is 
applicable to matrix computations. Most routine matrix equation? may be 
vectorized fairly directly, but more involved computations, especially 
those involving sparce matrices and certain iterative techniques, may be 
somewhat more difficult. This section briefly discusses some techniques 
that may be employed to enhance valorization of matrix computations.
27
One of the most important factors to consider is vector referencing
and storage, as this will generally determine the efficiency and cost of
code execution. Vectors should be arranged so that sequential element
referencing is used wherever possible. This is not an influencing
factor for vectors that require less than S single page of memory, but
for large vectors it is dominant. It is also important to remember that
memory page motion is both expensive and time-consuming and should be
minimized. A classic example of abuse of memory page motion is detailed 
28elsewhere , and briefly explained below, for a very large matrix 
multiplication computation £ = ^ x fi»
Matrix multiplication calculations are generally performed using 
inner product accumulation. For large matrices, i.e,, matrices using 
several large pages of memory, this algorithm results in frequent page 
shuffling in and out of the registers, and consequently in large
28
computing costs and larger computing times. In this case, outer product 
accumulation, whereby columns of £ are multiplied by column elements of 
£ and summed to give columns of £, improves computational efficiency 
greatly. However, for very large matrices, this method will still incur 
large costs, as the matrix storage requirements will undoubtedly exceed 
the register capabity, and much page shuffling results. The most 
efficient algorithat results from segmenting £ into groups of columns, 
and partially assembling the columns of £ at each segment. The result 
is little register page shuffling, and costs several orders of magnitude 
lower than either preceding algorithm.
This type of procedure is useful for full matrices. However, other 
techniques must be used for sparce or diagonal matrices. One particular 
technique that is quite useful for diagonal matrices is direct summing 
of vector products. Foi example, consider the vector equation ^ x = b, 
where solution for b is required, and ^ is a large, sparce, multi-stripe 
matrix. This may be solved using the inner product method, or solution 
may be accomplished by gathering the non-zero diagonals of J into 
vectors of the same length as b, and then directly multiplying the 
vectors with x and summing the vector products. For very sparce multi­
stripe matrices, this technique may reduce computation by orders of
2magnitude, as the problem has been reduced from N operations to sN 
operations, where s is the number of non-zero stripes in
There are problems inherent in vector computations, however. Some 
iterative techniques, such as the Gauss-Seidel method, which require 
knowledge of vector elements calculated in the new step, cannot be
29
directly vectorized. This is because of the vector pipeline calculation 
flow (refer Sect, 3,1,1) where storage is not performed until the entire 
vector calculation is completed. The slower-converging Jacobi iterative 
method must be substituted. Also, as shown above, a good working 




As a preliminary step in the examination of the source calculation 
subroutine GUTS in SIMULATE-E, several automatic vectorization options 
were applied to determine whether this was a viable option to manual 
conversion of the subroutine. This section explains the features of 
each program tested, the level of conversion achieved, and provides some 
reasons for the failures of each method. Table 2 shows the results of 
the Cycle 1 verification case for each automatic vectorization program.
3.2.1 FTN200 Compiler29
An option is available on the CYBER 205 FTN200 compiler which will
generate vector code from a standard FORTRAN source code. This option
will produce good results only when the source code meets very
restrictive conditions, and will not reorganize the source code to
vectorize it. Only DO loops with no branchings or conditional loops
will be considered for vectorization, and then only if the loops contain
only assignment and CONTINUE statements. No loop compression is
possible, so only vectorization Of inner loops will be attempted. This
option on the compiler is generally applied along with the scalar
30optimization compiler options as well.
As seen in Table 2, the FTN200 compiler options produced some 
improvement over the scalar version of the subroutine. However* all of 
the improvement resulted from the scalar optimization options, as no 
vectorization of the code was performed. This was doe (to the very 
restrictive conditions imposed by the vectorization option, coupled with
31







Scalar «/ FTN200 Vectorizer 0.461 8.224
VAST 0.520 N/A
RAP 1.541 7.787
the subroutine structure. None Of the DO loops in GUTS meets all the 
requirements for vectorization under this method, as all have branchings 
or conditionals of some kind, and several are recursive loops.
3.2.2 VAST31
The VAST (Vector and Array Syntax Translator) utility oh the CYBER 
is more versatile and extensive than the 'FTN200 compiler option. This 
is due to the less restrictive nature of the conditions imposed for 
consideration of the loops. VAST will vectorize DO loops containing IF 
loops, including loop-dependent and loop-independent conditional 
assignment statements. Reduction functions, such as dot products, and 
ceftain intrinsic vector functions are recognized and applied where 
possible. Calculations using loop indices can be vectorized. Non­
standard and system-dependent vector functions are recognized by VAST 
with appropriate input by the user. Loop collapse may be performed for 
tightly-nested DO loops (i.e., no statements between the DO statements) 
if outer loop indices do not appear outside of subscripts, loops are 
stepped by one, all similarly-dimensioned arrays are of the same size, 
and if the arrays are accessed in column major order. Problems surface 
in VAST if the loops are recursive, as this is not recognized by the 
program. Also, VAST has the potential to produce code which will 
generate incorrect results if equivalencing of variables is used in the 
source code.
VAST produced a small increase in speed over the scalar code (see 
Table 2), but not as large as the scalar optimization. No loop
32
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compression was done in GUTS becsnse none of the loops are tightly 
nested, snd much branching occurs in IF loops. None of the other loops 
W6r6 vectorized due to the memory uccess forma19 i«e*# no arrays were 
accessed in column major order. VAST did perform some code 
restructuring to remove or change unnecessary or poorly-written portions 
of the subroutine* and some vector enhancement was done. Overall* VAST 
made few changes* which accounts for the minimal improvement in computer 
execution time.
3.2.3 KAP32
The KAP utility on the CYBER is the most powerful automatic 
vectorization tool available, at Purdue. It is more extensive than VAST, 
and has a greater capability to vectorize a given code. KAP will 
perform loop reordering in certain cases to enhance loop compression. 
It recognizes recursive algorithms, and will not attempt loop 
compression or loop vectorization if the recursive structure interferes. 
Options are available to allow KAP to perform radical alterations to the 
source code in order to optimize and vectorize. Dynamic temporary array 
allocation may be used to enhance these features.
-Application "of this utility to the subroutine GUTS produced 
significant changes to the source code, and several loops were 
vectorized. However, as seen in Table 2, the results were mixed. All 
of the vectorized loops were the inner It-loops, since the source code 
contained too much loop branching for loop reordering and compression. 
Since the dimension of the k-loop is one for the two-dimensional case,
this produces vectors of length cine in calculations, which gives 
significantly slower computation than a scalar calculation (refer Sect. 
3.1). Thus, the two-dimensional cases are slower for the KAP vectorized 
version than for the scalar version. However, when k=12 for the three- 
dimensional case, the vector code provided a 30% decrease in comjpntatioh 
time. Since this was much less than desired, manual vsctorization 
became necessary for improvement.
3.2,4 PROFILE33
Although the PROFILE utility is not ah automatic vectbrization 
program, it does have applications to vectorization, and can aid the 
vector programmer greatly. This utility is used to identify the most 
frequently used portions of a code during execution. This is done in a 
two stage process. First, PROFILE is executed in its default mode to 
determine which modules (subroutines or functions) of the code use the 
most execution time. Then, these modules are examined individually 
using the MN option of PROFILE. This procedure allows the progfammei to 
focus on the areas that use the most execution time, and coUse^^entiy 
may yield the most improvement from VectorizitiOn. Further details oh 
PROFILE are available in the system documentation.
34
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4. A Vectorized Source Algorithm
4.1 Semantic Vectorization
Semantic vectorization is the first stage in the vectorization 
process. It entails examination and restructuring of the algorithm to 
meet the requirements of the vector processor. This generally involves 
redefining array storage, and determining necessary vector storige 
allocation. However, in some cases, program flow and general algorithm 
construction must be altered to produce significant improvement.
The original GUTS algorithm (see Fig. 8) uses a Gauss-Seidel 
iterative scheme to couple the nodes in the x-y planes, with a line- 
successive overrelaxation coupling in the axial direction. Each stack
of nodes is solved for individually, and then the new source values are 
used to calculate the adjacent node source values. This iteration 
scheme is not consistent with vector computations in the x-y plane, so 
that a different scheme must be employed to achieve more extensive
vectorization than from the automatic vectorization applications (refer
Sect^ 3.2). Comparison of matrix iterative calculations for Gauss- 
Seidel and Jacobi methods shows that a second pass of the Jacobi method
at each inner iteration level before outer levelrecalculation produces 
the eqdivaieiat bi a single Ganss-Seidel iteration. In addition, the 
Jacobi method convergence requirements are less restrictive than those 
for the Gauss-Seidel method, so that convergence of the algorithm would 
be more probable for certain problems with use of the Jacobi method;
Thus; a two-pass Jacobi iteration method was adopted for the
Previous Source
I Cerate





Flow Diagram of Subroutine GUTS - Scalar Version
Data Assignment 
A(IMAX,JMAX,KMAX)
vectorization. This then allowed compression of the I- and J-loeps of 
the inner source calculation (see Fig. 9) and changed the line 
successive displacement for each individual stack of nodes to a line 
successive displacement for the entire radial (x-y) plane of nodes 
Simultaneously.
Almost no memory restructuring was necessary for vectorization of 
the subroutine. The transport coupling coefficients are stored in one- 
dimensional. column-ordered arrays, which are exactly the requirements 
for vector computations. The intermediate value arrays (refer Sect. 
2.1.2) are unnecessary for the vectorization. and since they were not 
useful for the computation, were replaced with dynamically-allocated 
descriptor arrays. Other dynamically-allocated descriptors were added 
for temporary storage needs.
In the original GUTS algorithm, application of the symmetry° 
boundary conditions and the corresponding removal Of nodes from the 
problem was applied at every iteration. This was necessary, as each 
node needed to be analyzed individually on this basis to determine the 
storage location of the coupling coefficients for that node and its four 
nearest neighbors in the one-dimensional arrays. In the vector 
conversion, it became redundant to reassign these values at each 
iteration, since the storage locations do not change during the 
calculation. To eliminate this redundancy, a common block was defined 
which contained two vectors defining the positions in storage of the 
coupling coefficients for the node in question and its four nearest 
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bypass'this assignment after the first call to GUTS. These vectors were 
then used to gather the coupling coefficient values into temporary 
storage descriptors for use in the source calculation.
40
4.2 Syntactic Vectorization
Syntactic vectorization, the second stage in code vectorization, 
consists of the actual conversion from scalar to vector code. Thorough 
knowledge of the vector intrinsic functions supported by the system is 
essential to this, as wall as a detailed understanding of the original 
scalar code and the result generated. This section gives a description 
of the coding changes made to the SIMULATE-E inner source calculation 
subroutine GUTS. Appendix D contains the original version, and Appendix 
E the vectorized version of the subroutine.
In Order to assemble the coupling coefficients properly, it is 
necessary to assemble vectorsdenoting the storage locations, or node 
identification numbers using the natural ordering, for each node to be 
calciilated in the x-y plane, and the four adjacent nodes in that plane. 
In the scalar version, this was done for each node individually, at each 
call to the subroutine. However, this procedure was done node by node, 
and did not mCet the needs Of the vector computation. Thus, complete 
recoding of this section was necessary to meet the needs of the vector 
processor.
TTie vectorized version of the node identification processing 
described above gathers the node identification values for the 
calculated nodes by tow and stores them sequentially in the vector 
NODlJ, and similarly, the four adjacent node identifiers are stored in 
the two-dimensional vector NODJJ, The node storage is done by row 
instead of by column toproduce the correct element ordering for the
41
matrix jj, which reqaires the parameters to be ordered row by row and 
plane to produce the seven-stripe, diagonally-dominant matrix. This is 
performed in the DO 2 and DO 1 loops in the code (see App. E).
A series of dynamically-allocated, temporary storage descriptors is 
then assigned. These vectors will hold the coupling coefficients after 
they have been gathered from primary storage arrays, as well as serving 
as storage for intermediate calculations*.
The next step in the calculation is assembly of the nodal total 
loss matrix J$(refer Sect. 2.1.1). Coupling coefficients ate collected 
from primary storage into the temporary storage descriptors using the 
vector intrinsic function Q8VGATHB. This function gathers specific 
array elements, designated by a control vector, and stores 'then 
sequentially in an output vector. The control vectors Used in this case 
are the node identification vectors NODIJ and NODJJ, which give the 
storage locations of the coupling coefficients and source values for 
each node and the four adjacent nodes, respectively.
As .in the original scalar version of GUTS, the two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional solutions are treated separately. In the two- 
dimensional problem, since there is no axial coupling, the source may be 
calculated directly in the x-y plane only. First, the DO 1140 loop 
partially assembles the radial leakage contributions by summing the in­
leakage terms from the adjacent nodes. The assembly is completed 
outside the loop by multiplication with the reflection parameters and 
then is scaled by the nodal relative multiplication factor, producing
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the term BHK(l) in Equation 1$. The source is then directly solved for 
in the redial plane, using the two-dimensional form of Equation 16:
BHK(l) +
(18)° “ 1 + RIJXIJ
which has the vertical coupling terms BKM(K) and BKP(K) set equal to
zero. The source is then returned to primary storage by means of the 
vector intrinsic function Q8VSCATR, which is exactly the opposite of 
Q8VGATHR. That is, it places the vector elements in an array subject to 
the control vector, in this case NODIJ.
The three-dimensional source, calculation is somewhat more involved 
than the two-dimensional problem due to the axial coupling. Generally 
it follows the scheme outlined in Section 2.1,2. First, the radial 
leakage contributions from each surrounding node are summed in the DO 
2130 loop to partially assemble the total leakage contribution. This 
assembly is completed and stored in the descriptor array BHK(K) for each 
radii! plane in the axial stack (see Eq. 5). The axial reflection 
parameter RV1(K) for each plane is then backed out of the total 
reflection parameter vector RHOJI, and the axial relaxation parameter 
CTV(K) is assembled, which provides the overrelaxed axial leakage 
coupling. This is performed in the DO 2140 loop in the vectorized 
version (see Appendix E).
liie DO 2150 ahd DO 2160 loops assemble the axial leakage 
contributibisi ihclttding thi relaxation factor, for each plane of nodes. 
These are stored in the descriptor arrays BKP(K) and BKM(K) (see Eqs. 10 
and 11). This completes the assembly of the contributions from the six
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adjacent nodes for each node, and eolation for the source commences.
The first step in the source solution is completion of the upper 
diagonal of the matrix jf This step isolates the source in each plane 
on the right side of Equation 3, and allows forward elimination up the 
axial stack of node planes to accumulate the changes on the source side 
of the equation. The upper diagonal coefficients (first term in Eq. 3) 
are completed and stored in the descriptor array DUPP(K), and the 
accumulated changes on the source side of Equation 3 are stored in the 
descriptor array SOURC(K). The final solution for the source is then 
accomplished by back substitution down the axial stack of node planes, 
then restored to primary storage using the vector intrinsic function 
Q8VSCATR.
It is useful at this point to consider two factors and their 
effects on the vectorized algorithm: the vector function Q8VSCATR used 
to accumulate, in the proper order, the coupling coefficients; and the 
forward elimination/back substitution process used to invert Jj and solve 
for the source. The Q8VSCATR function provides a method for matrix 
order reduction by eliminating the zero elements from the matrices in 
the calculation, and essentially reducing the problem to seven vector 
computations, one for each non-zero diagonal in J|. It also eliminates 
the nodes which will not be calculated from the problem. For the case 
of a one-eighth core calculation, the reduction is from twelve $4x64 
matrices (one for each 8x8 radial plane of nodes in the axial direction) 
to twelve sets of 31-element vector operations, each set consisting of 
seven vector computations. This reduction provides some redaction Of
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computing time over the full matrix calculation. On the other hand* the 
forward elimination/back substitution process eliminates the ability to 
solve for all nodes in the core simultaneously, as this would remove the 
proper axial coupling from the problem and destroy the convergence of 
the algorithm. This makes the use of DO loops necessary, and provides 
an increase in computation time over the proposed simultaneous solution. 
The net effect of these factors will be examined in Chapter 5.
5. Results
As stated in. Section 1.3, the objectives of 'this work were to 
exactly reprodace the results of the scalar coding with no change in 
inpat, and to redace the computation time daring execution. This 
section presents the resalts of benchmarkruns for both the scalar and 
vector versions of the subroutine GUTS, and provides some explanation 
for the observed results.
5 .1 Benchmark Rons
FigureslO and 11 show the results of the Cycle 1 benchmark runs 
for the two-dimensional and three-dimensional cases, executed with the 
scalar and vectorized versions of GUTS. It is obvious that the two 
versions of the sabroatine prodace results which are identical to foot 
significant figures. This echoes the reproduction of the original 
scalar calculation flow in the vectorized algorithm.
Convergence resalts for these oases are relatively similar. 
Generally, the vectorized source calculation converged slightly faster 
than the scalar calculation, i.e., with fewer calls to GUTS. This can 
be attributed to the differences in convergence between the Jacobi and 
Gauss-Seidel iterative methods. For most problems where both methods 
converge, the Gauss-Seidel method Will converge in fewer iterations than 
the Jacebi method, and these results display that tendency. The vaster 
(Jacobi) version of GUTS used more total iterations than the scalar 
(Gauss-Seidel) version. Recall that each call to GUTS in the vectorized 
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Figure 19. 2D Source Comparison: Scalar and Vectorized GUTS
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Table 3 shows the inner iteration convergence parameters for the 
above four oases at BOC for comparison. The parameter need to test 
convergence is the largest relative difference between successive 
iterations for the entire core nodal structure, with convergence defined 
as s £ 5.0xl0"4. There is some difference in the level of convergence 
of the two methods, and this is again due to the differences between 
them. The vectorized version uses twice as many total iterations as the 
scalar version, and this will give the Jacobi method a better level of 
convergence than the Gauss"Seidel method. Since this is generally 
affecting the fourth decimal place, there are no practical implications 
to this, as this is beyond the accuracy of the model.
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TABLE 3« Comparison of Inner Source Convergence for 2D Calculation
Scalar Vector
Outer Total Inner Inner Total Inner Inner
Iteration Iterations Convergence Iterations Convergence
1 3 ,270e-4 4 .5090-4
2 3 .234e-4 4 ,326e-4
3 2 ,103e-3 4 .263e-4
4 2 .915e-4 4 ,163e-4
5 2 ,616e-4 4 .136e-4
6 3 ,615e-5 4 .100e-4
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5.2 Computation Tim®
Table 4 displays the subroutine timing results for all the versions 
of GUTS tested, for both the two-dimensional and three-dimensional 
cases. The vectorized version produces i factor of three to four 
decrease in the computation time over the scalar version. This is due 
to the inherent speed advantages of the vector processor for vectors 
longer than about ten elements versus the scalar processor computation 
speed. Generally, the expected results for the vectorized algorithm to 
produce greater time reduction, but the results depicted are for 
relatively small vector lengths (31 * elements). For larger vectors, 
i.e., more nodes in the x-y plane of the core* the computation time 
decrease would be significantly greater, «S shown for the 15x15 node 
two-dimensionalcase. Here a factor of six decrease is observed, 
demonstrating the adventage of the vector processor for increasingly 
’ large' vectors.-/:.(refer.-"Sect..;. 3.1). ;
TABLE 4, Comparison of Source Calculation Execution Times
Coding Option
Scalar












6. Conclusions and Recommendations
The inner source calculation subroutine GUTS in the LWR core 
neutronics code SlMULATE~E has been successfully converted from scalar 
to vector PORIKAN code on the CYBER 205. Benchmark calculation results 
were reproduced to within model accuracy using the vector calculation, 
and computation times were reduced by a factor of three to four for 
small problems, with larger cases providing larger time reductions. No 
changes were made to the code input, in keeping with the project 
objectives.
It is recommended that future work on SIMULATE yectdrizatibn 
address the following areas. The subroutines CLEAR and 1 CLEAR, which 
sets ail elements in an array to a given value, should be replaced by 
appropriate vector functions or by vector statekents at each occurrence. 
The utility PROFILE, used as a general timing analysis function, should 
be used to isolate modules in the code which use large amounts of 
execution time, and analyze them individually to determine the possible 
improvements achievable from yectorizatlon. Special attention should be 
paid to the segment NUGLER, which is responsible for the nucledr 
calculations in SIMULATE, and to all its daughter modules, especially 
the cross section processing subroutine SIG218. This segment should be 
Completely reorganized, with vectorization attempted on all important 
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Appendix A: UPDATE? Deck to Install BPMODEL in SIMULATE-E
The listing of the changes made to SIMULATE to install the burnable
absorber model developed by <J. A. Stillman is provided here. This
includes the large data files required by the subroutine BPMODEL, of
which only portions are shown due to bulk. Trivial or cosmetic changes
are not included. More details on the development are available in the 
4
references'. '
15712,PED* L8000* MF50000»TC70» TU50000.
FILUP.GET, SMUP2,ALH01,D=ALH01.FILES,CHUCK,T=X, W=CYCL£.ATTACH,SMCyBPM,CHUCK,T=X,U=CYCLE.
RETURN,CHUCK.FILUP,GET,BPSIM,CHUCK, D=CHUCK.UPDATEP (P=SMUP2, C=SMCYBPM, G, U)
SAUE,SMCYBPM,CHUCK.•IDENT BPMOD •DSMCY1.11COMMON /ARRAY/ A( 65535).
*D SMCY1.27ICL-65535 •D RDU1.784,.786C CARD TYPE 32 - NBP(I.J) - BURNABLE POISON IDENTIFIER ARRAY 
C FOR BPMODEL 
C4280 URITECITAPOT,4281)4281 FORMAT(12H0 CARD I,16X»2GHBURNABLE POISON IDENTIFIER,
1 3GH ARRAY, ABBBCDDD, NBP(I.J), J=1,JMAX)
*D RDU1.788,.789 4300 ASSIGN 4291 TO MA GO TO 820 
*D RDU1.396830 GO TO MA,(840,850,860,870,880,1840,1890,1440,4021,4231,4541,
1 4581,4621)•I RDU1.4144231 NBP(IOLD.J)=X(j)
GO TO 890 •I RDU1.68CALL ICLEAR C NBP,NDIM2D,0)CALL CLEARCBPFRAC.NDIM2D.0.0)CALL CLEAR(FRACTN.NDIM3D,0.0)
*D BLOKS.42 A2(50)»NBP(IS,15)»BPFRAC(15*15),FRACTN<15,15,24).LENTH5 
•I SIG218.106DIMENSION GCI(9),DSIGBP(S),FLUX1(IS,15,24),FLUX2C15,15,24)
•I SIG218.302 •IF(NSIG.LE.9) GCI(L1)=FXY 
•I SIG218.349IF(MODEAdO).EQ.O) GO TO 402 TNBP=NBP(I,J)-(NBP(I,J)/1000)*1000 IF(INBP.GT.O) GO TO 399 
GO TO 402 399 BURNUP=XPO NBPK*NBP(I,J)PHI1=FLUX1(I.J,K)PHI2=FLUX2(I,J,K) . _____'CALL BPMODEL(PH11,PH12,NBPK,I,J,K»BURNUP,GCI,DSIGBP,BPRATIO) 
FRACTN(I.J,K)=BPRATI0 DO 401 NDSIG=1» 9XS1G(NDSIG)®XSIG(NDSIG)+DSIGBP(NDSIG)
401 CONTINUE402 CONTINUE •I SIG218.439FLUX1(I,J,K)=PHI1 FLUX2CI,J,K)=PHI2 ■*I PARtB.393.IF(IEDIT(2).NE.5) GO TO 241
242 F0RMAT(51H0EDIT 72 ***BURNABLE POISON IDENTIFIER ARRAY, NBP,//) 
DO 244 IBP=1,IMAXHRITECITAPOT,243)(NBP(IBP,JBP),JBP=1,JMX(IBP))
243 FORMAT(12I10,/,3I10)
244 CONTINUE IEDIT(72)*1 r
245 CONTINUEWRITE(ITAPOT,246)246 FORMAT(35H0EDIT 2 ***BP FRACTION REMAINING,//)
DO 248 1*1,IMAXDO 251 J®1.JMX(I)FRAC=0.0 DO 243 K*1,KMAX FRAC=FRAC+FRACTN(I,J,K)
249 CONTINUEBPFRAC(I,J)=FRAC/FLOAT(KMAX)

















S STRUCT1(7,21),STRUCT2C7,21),WFA(7),SP(7),ENRICH(7),$ CPI(3,21,3),CP2C3,21,3),CP3(3» 21,3),BPMICR0C2,7,21),$ ENRBETA(5),BETA(30,21,6),BPFRAC(30), BPCORR(2,30),* DELCP1(2,7,2),DELCP2(2» 7,2)»DELCP3C2,7.2)REAL WFBP,LINLOAD,PITCH,NUMCELL,NFC,UFA REAL SP,NUMBP,ENRICH,ENR REAL STRUCT1,STRUCT2,DELSTR1,DELSTR2 REAL CP1.CP2,CP3,Cl(3)* C2(3).C3(3)REAL BPMICRO,MICR0A(2)REAL ENRBETA,BETA,BPFRAC,FACTOR,BPTHERM(30)REAL BPRATIO,GEFF,PREUG(15,15,24).PREUND(15.15,24)REAL PREUBUU5,15,24)REAL DELCP1,DELCP2,DELCP3 REAL DELC1(2),DELC2C2)REAL FASY,FCELL,DELTA,FCBP,GTBPREAL PHI1,PHI2,NB10.NO,NSTAR.EPSREAL BURNUP,DELBU.DELT,DELTAT,DELTAXS(3)REAL GCI(S),DELSIG1,DELSIG2,SIGMOD,5IGTR(2)*SIGSCAT(2)»WFC REAL COEF(3)»XO,X1»X2»X,BASE(3)INTEGER FID,BPID.FTYPE,BPTYPE,ILOC,JLOC, NDIM,FBP INTEGER NPOINTS,LOC,I, J,N
ASSEMBLY TYPE ID *
15X15 STD 1 15X15 OFA 2 17X17 STD 3 17X17 OFA 4 14X14 STD 5 14X14 OFA 6 16X16 STD 7
BP TYPE ID *
GLASS 1 UABA 2 IFBA 3
BURNUP=BURNUP*1000.0 DO 5 I = 1, 3 BASE(I) = GCI(I)5 CONTINUEFID = NNBPX10000 FTYPE = FID/1000ENR = FLOAT (FID-FTYPE* 1000V100.0BPID = NNBP - FID*10000BPTYPE = BPID/1000NUMBP = FLOAT(BPID-BPTYPE*1000)FBP = (BPTYPE - 1)*7 + FTYPE NPOINTS =3 LOC = 0DO 20 J = 1, NPOINTS IF (ENRBETA(J) .LT. ENR) LOC = J 20 CONTINUE
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DELTAT = DELT 
3000 IF (DELTAT .LE. 2.25E+06) GO TO 4000
N - N + 1 - • ' . .
DELTAT = DELT/FLOAT(N)
GO TO 30004000 DO 60 I = 1, N
MB10 = PREUND(ILOC>JLOC ? KLOC)*N0 
200* BPRATIO =NB10/N0
IF (BPTYPE .LE. 2) THEN
FCELL = Cl (3) + C2 (3) *EXP (-BPRAT10) + C3(3)*EXP(BPRATIO)
FCBP = Cl(l) + C2 (1)*EXP C-BPRAT10) + C3(1)*EXP(BPRAT10)
GTBP = Gl(2) + C2(2) *EXP(-BPRAT10) + C3C2)*EXP(BPRATIO)
FASY = NUMCELL(FTYPE >/(FCBP*NFC(FTYPE) +
$ GTBP*(NUMCELL(FTYPE)-NFC(FTYPE)-NUMBP) + NUMBP)
else . -
FCELL - Cl(3) + C2(3)*BPRATIO + C3(3)*EXP(-50.0*BPRATlO)
FCBP - C1 (1) + C2 (1)*BPRAT10 + C3(1)*EXP (-50.0*BPRAT10)
DELTA s DELCl(l) + DELC2C1)*BPRATIO 
FCBP = FCBP + DELTA
GTBP = Cl(2) + C2(2)*BPRATI0 + C3(2)*EXP(-5Q.0*BPRATIO)
DELTA = DELCK2) + DELC2C2)*BPRATI0 
GTBP = GTBP + DELTA
FASY = NUMCELL(FTYPE)/((NFC( FTYPE)-NUMBP)*FCBP + NUMBP +
$ (NUMCELL(FTYPE)-NFC C FTYPE))*GTBP)
END IF
GEFF = FCELL*FASY
B = (PHI 2*M ICROA (2) *PREUG(I LOC»JLOC, KLOC) + PHI2*MICROA(2)*GEFFV2.0 
NSTAR = NB10
NBIO - PREUND(ILQC.JLOC, KLOC)*N0*EXP(- (A+B)*DELTAT)
IF (ABS(NB10-NSTAR)/NB10 .GT. EPS) GO TO 2000
BPRAT10 = NB10/N0
PREUND(ILOC, JLQC,KLOC) = BPRAT10IF (BPTYPE .LE. 2) THEN
FCELL = Cl(3) + C2(3)*EXP(-BPRAT10) +C3(3)*EXP(BPRATIO)
FCBP = Cl(1) + C2 C1) *EXP(-BPRATIO) + C3(1)*EXP(BPRATIO)
GTBP = Cl(2) + C2(2)*EXP(-BPRAT10) + C3(2)*EXP(BPRATIO)
FASY - NUMCELL(FTYPE)/(FCBP*NFC(FTYPE) +
$ GTBP*(NUMCELL(FTYPE)-NFC(FTYPE)-NUMBP)+ NUMBP)
ELSE
FCELL = Cl(3) + C2(3)*BPRATI0 + C3(3)*EXP(-50.O*BPRATI0)
FCBP = Cl(1) + C2(1)*BPRATI0 + C3(1)*EXP(-50.0*BPRATI0)
DELTA = DELC1(1)+ DELC2(1)*BPRATI0 
FCBP = FCBP + DELTA
GTBP s Cl(2) + C2(2)*BPRATIO + C3(2)*EXP(-50.0*BPRATIO)
DELTA = DELCK2) + DELC2(2)*BPRATIO 
GTBP = GTBP + DELTA
FASY = NUMCELL(FTYPE)/((NFC(FTYPE)-NUMBP)*FCBP + NUMBP +
S (NUMCELL(FTYPE)-NFC(FTYPE))*GTBP)
END IFGEFF = FCELL*F ASY 
PREUG(ILOC,JLOC»KLOC) = GEFF 
60 CONTINUEUFC = 1.0 - UFBP(BPTYPE,FTYPE)*NUMBP/(NUMCELL(FTYPE)*UFA<FTYPE))DELSIG1 = NO*BPRATIO*MICROA(1)*1.OE-24
DELSIG2 = NO*BPRATIQ*MICROA(2)*GEFF*1.OE-24
DELSIG1 = DELSIG1 + DELSTR1
DELSIG2 = DELSIG2 + DELSTR2*GEFF
SIGMOD = GCI(2)/ALOG(1.O+GCI(2)/GCI(3)) ;
SIGMQD = SIGMOD*WFC
GCK6) = (GCI(6) - GCI(7))*WFC
GCI(2) = GCI(2) + DELSIG1
GCI(7) = GCI(7) + DELSIG2
GCI(3) = GCI(2)/(EXP(GCI(2)/SIGMOD)-1.0)
GCI(6) - GCI(6) + GCI(7)
NPOINTS s 30
LOC' = 0 Sv-.:
DO 40 J « 1, NPOINTS 
IF (BPFRACCJ) .LT. BPRATIO) LOC = J 
40 CONTINUE
IF (LOC .GT. (NPOINTS-2)) LOC = NPOINTS - 2 




















$ BPTHERM(LOC+1)*COEF(2) +$ BPTHERM(LOC+2)*COEF(3)GCIC8) = GCI(8)*FACT0R GCI(9) = GCI C9)*F ACTOR DO 10 I = 1, 9
DELTAXS(I) = GCICI) - BASE(I)10 CONTINUE RETURN END
•DECK DATABLOCK DATA DATACOMMON/BLOK12/WFBP (3»7 )»LINLOAD (21)»PI TCH ( 7 ), NUMCELL (71, NFC (7)» 
S STRUCT1C?,21)»STRUCT2(7.21).WFAC7:!,SP(7>.ENRICH(7).$ CPi(3«21»3),CP2(3«21,3)»CP3(3»21»3)»BPMICR0(2»7,21)»
$ ENRBET A (5)»BETA(30.21.6). BPFRAC(30),BPCORR (2.30),
$ DELCPl(2,7.2)»DELCP2(2» 7.2). DELCP3C2* 7.2)REAL WFBP.LINLOAD.PITCH.NUMCELL.NFC.STRUCT1.STRUCT2.UFA.SP REAL ENRICH.CPI.CP2.CP3.BPMICRO.ENRBETA.BETA.BPFRAC 
REAL DELCPl.DELCP2.DELCP3
ASSEMBLY TYPE ID *
15X15 STD 1' 15X15 OFA V : 2 ' ' ■17X17 STD 317X17 OFA 414X14 STD 514X14 OFA 618X16 STD 7
BP TYPE ID *
GLASS .'■ ■■ 1klABA 2
IFBA . ■ 3
BPTHERM LIBRARY FOR 15X15 STD FUEL WITH GLASS BP* S
DATA (BETA( 1. 1. J). >1 6) /* 1.01488. 1.04241. 1 01002. 1.02848. 1.00716, 1.01984/L DATA (BETA( 2. 1.J).J=1 6) / 1.01970/* 1.01431. 1.04063. 1 00989. 1.02805. 1.00713,C DATA (BETA( 3. 1»J).J-1 6) / 1.01957/
C * 1.01382. 1.03916. 1
00976. 1.02763. 1.00710,
DATA (BETA( 4. 1.J).J-l 6) y
t
* 1.01338. 1.03705. 1 00953. 1.02684. 1.00705. 1.01932/
DATA•(BETAC 5. 1. J).J*1 6) / 1.01907/r» *1.01315. 1.03630. 1 00931j 1.02610. 1.00699,L DATA (BETA( 6. 1.J).J=1 6) v 1.01883/* 1.01296. 1.03564. 1 00910. 1.02541. 1.00693.L DATA (BETAC 7. 1.J).J=1 6) / 1.01859/r * 1.01280. 1.03507. 1 00891. 1.02477. 1.00687,L DATA (BETA( 8. l*J).Jsi 6) / 1.01751/
c * 1.01236.
1.03372. 1 00838. 1.02283. 1.00660,
DATA (BETAC 9* 1.J).JS1 6) / 1.01659/* i.01207. 1.03315. 1 00805. 1.02197. 1.00634.L DATA (BETAC10, IVJ).J=1 6) /
*1.01180. 1.03269. 1 00777. 1.02131. 1.00610, 1.01586/L DATA (BETAC 11, 1,J).J*1 6) / 1.00587,r *1.01155. 1.03230. 1 00753. 1.02091. 1.01544/. L . • 1 DATA (BETAC13. 1.J).J=1 6) /






























COEFFICIENTS FOR SELF-SHIELDING FACTORS ..V
. FOR 15X15 STD ASSEMBLY WITH GLASS BPS 
PHI-FC/PHI-BP





DATA CP1(3,1,1),CP2(3,1,1),CP3C3,1,1)/* .6275.-.04693,.008873/DATA CPI(3,1,2),CP2(3»1,2),CP3(3,1,2)/* .4625,.04615,-.008825/DATA CPI(3,1,3),CP2(3,1,3)»CP3(3,1,3)/* -.05732,.0033844,-.0005649/
(REPETITIUE SECTIONS DELETED)
MASTER LIBRARY ENRICHMENTS
DATA (ENRICH(I), I = 1, 7)/2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5. 
ENRICHMENTS FOR BPTHERM LIBRARY 
DATA (ENRBETA(I),I=l,3)/2.5, 3.5, 4.5/
BP FRACTION REMAINING FOR BPTHERM LIBRARY
DATA (BPFRAC(I),I=l,30)/0.00».001,.002*.004,.006,.008,* .01..02,.03,.04,.05,.10,.15,.20,* ,25,.30..35,.40,.45,.50,.55,.60,* .65,.70,.75,.80, .85,.90,.35,1.0/
BURNABLE POISON MDRY” FRACTIONS FOR GLASS, WABA, AND IFBA
DATA (WFBPC1,I),1*1.7)/0.47971,0.47971,0.46342,0.46342,* 0.47195,0.47195,0.44972/DATA (WFBP(2,I),1*1,4)/0.23424,0,23424,0.30130,0.30180/ DATA (WFBP(3»I),1=1,7)/0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0/
UNPOISONED ASSEMBLY WET FRACTIONS
DATA (WFA(I),1=1,7)/0.58670,0.58247,0.58081,0.60714,* 0.57528,0.61161,0.56026/
B-10 LINEAR LOADING FOR GLASS. WABA. AND IFBA
DATA (LINLOAD(I),1*1,7)/2*0.011005,2*0.006,* 2*0.007209,0.005726/DATA (LINLOAD(I),1*8,ll)/4*.006/
DATA (LINLOADd),1*15,21)/2*.0006963,.0006181..0005906.* .0006963,.0006575,.0006181/
FUEL CELL PITCH FOR EACH FUEL TYPE
DATA (PITCH(I),1=1,7)/2*l.430,2*1.260,
*. 2*1.412,1.232/
















DATA (BPMICR0C2.I. 1). I=1.3)/1946..1888. .1837./
DATA (BPMICROU. 1.2). 1=1.3)/45.14.43.20.41.64/ 
DATA CBPMIGR0C2fIV2)fI=lf3)/1947.f1888.t1838./
C :C 15X15 STD ASSEMBLY WITH WABA BPS
C DATA (DPMICROC It 1.8).1=1.3>/56.74.56.74.56* 74/ DATA (BPM1CR0(2.1.8).1=1.3)/2152..2152..2152./
CC 15X15 OFA ASSEMBLY WITH WABA BPS
C ■ . . .DATA (BPMICRO(1.1.9).1*1 *3)/SB.74.56.74.56^74/ 
DATA (BPMICR0C2.1.9).1=1.3)/2152..2152..2152./
C .C 15X15 STD ASSEMBLY WITH IFBA BPS
C ■ ' ■ ;
DATA (BPMICRO(1,1.15),I=l,3)/46.45,45.55,44.73/ 
DATA (BPMICR0(2»I,15)»1=1,3)/2118.»2091.,2066./
c :C 15X15 OFA ASSEMBLY WITH IFBA BPSc ' ■: ' .DATA (BPMICROd,I»16)» I=l» 3)746.29,45.38,44,56/ 
DATA (BRMICR0(2»T»16)* 1=1»3)/2117.* 2090.,2065./ 
C -C 17X17 STD ASSEMBLY UITH GLASS BPS
C DATA (BPMTCRO(1,1»3)»1=1* 3)/45.77,43.48,41«63/ DATA CBPMICR0(2» I»3),1=1,3)72013. ,1956., 1901./
C ■C 17X17 OFA ASSEMBLY UITH GLASS BPS
C DATA (BPMICROC 1»1.4), I=1,3)/46,51»44.42.42.61/ 
DATA (BPMICRO(2.1»4)»1=1»3)72047.»1387..1335./
CC 17X17 STD ASSEMBLY WITH UABA BPS
C • ■ :■DATA (BPMICROC 1.1.10).1=1.3)/4S.56.4S.01.48.46/ 
DATA (BPMICR0(2»I.10).1=1.3)/2227..2181,,2128./
C ■C 17X17 OFA ASSEMBLY WITH WABA BPS
C ■ '■■■ . . ■■DATA (BPMICROd, I,11). I=1.3)/49.54»49.05.48.57/ 
DATA (BPMICR0C2.I.11).1=1.3)/2258..2216..2166./
,C ■ .C 17X17 STD ASSEMBLY WITH IFBA BPS
C DATA (BPMICROd. 1.17). I=1.3)/45.45.44.44.43.57/ 
DATA (BPMICR0C2.I.17).I=1.3)/2080..2049.,2022./■ cC 17X17 OFA ASSEMBLY WITH IFBA BPS
C DATA (BPMICROd,1.18). 1=1.3)746.63.45,77,44.98/ 
DATA (BPMICR0(2»1.18),I=1♦3)/2111.*2086.,2062./ 
C ■C 14X14 STD ASSEMBLY WITH GLASS BPS
C ' DATA (BPMICROd,1.5),I=1.3)/44.95,42.96,41.36/ 
DATA (BPMICR0C2,1,5).I=l,3)/1971..1909..1856./








































14X14 STD ASSEMBLY WITH IFBA BPS l
DATA (BPMICROd, 1,19), I=l»3)/45.92,44.97,44.12/
DATA (BPMICRO(2.1.19).1=1,3)/2108.»2080.,2054./
14X14 OFA ASSEMBLY WITH IFBA BPS
DATA (BPMICROd, 1,20). I=l,3)/47.52,46.57,45.79/
DATA (BPMICR0C2.1,20),1=1,3)/2145,.2117.,2092./
16X16 STD ASSEMBLY WITH GLASS BPS
DATA (BPMICRO(1»I.7),I=1.3)/44.57,42.52,40.86/
DATA (BPMICRO(2,1.7),I=1,3)/2014., 1948., 1831./
15X16 STD ASSEMBLY WITH IFBA'S
DATA (BPMICROd. 1,21), 1=1,3)/44.57,43.57,42.54/
DATA (BPMICR0(2.I»21).1=1.3)/2062.,2031.,1996./
BP STRUCTURAL MATERIAL ABSORPTION MACROS
15X15 STD ASSEMBLY WITH GLASS BPS
DATA (STRUCTl(1.1).1=1.3)/.0004678,.0004573,.0004431/ DATA (STRUCT2(I,1).1=1.3)/.01116..01080,.01049/
15X15 OFA ASSEMBLY WITH GLASS BPS
DATA (STRUCTl(I,2),1=1.3)/.0004319,.0004808..0004720/ 
DATA (STRUCT2(1,2),1=1,3)/.01189,.01151,.01118/
15X15 STD ASSEMBLY WITH WABA BPS
DATA (STRUCTl(1.8),1=1,3)/.0003646,.0003726,.0003788/ 
DATA (STRUCT2(1.8). 1=1.3)/,001132, .0.01445, .001719/
15X15 OFA ASSEMBLY WITH WABA BPS
DATA (STRUCTld.S).1=1.3)/.0004090..0004155..0004206/ 
DATA (STRUCT2(I»9).1=1.3)/.002542,.002813..003050/
17X17 STD ASSEMBLY WITH GLASS BPS
DATA (STRUCTKI.3). 1=1.3)/.0005016. .0004909, .0004825/ 
DATA (STRUCT2(I,3),1=1,3)/.01099..01063,.01032/
17X17 OFA ASSEMBLY WITH GLASS BPS
DATA (STRUCTl(1,4).1=1,3)/.0005071,.0004973,.0004897/ 
DATA (STRUCT2(I,4).1=1.3)/.01074..01041, .01013/
17X17 STD ASSEMBLY WITH WABA BPS
DATA (STRUCTKI. 10). 1=1,3)/.0004118, .0004299, .0004704/ 
DATA (STRUCT2(I»10).1=1.3)/-.0008914,-.0003820,.0003525/
17X17 OFA ASSEMBLY WITH WABA BPS
DATA (STRUCTKI, 11), 1=1.3)/.0003799. .0003940, .0004296/ DATA (STRUCT2(I,11),1=1,3)/-.0010500,-.0006368,.0005877/
14X14 STD ASSEMBLY WITH GLASS BPS
DATA (STRUCTl(I.5),1=1,3)/.0004569,.0004474,.0004399/ 
DATA (STRUCT2(I,5),1=1,3)/.009891..003558,.009274/
14X14 OFA ASSEMBLY WITH GLASS BPS
DATA (STRUCTKI,6), I=l»3)/.0004561, .0004575, .0004509/ 
DATA (STRUCT2(1*6),1=1,3)/.009706,.009414..009160/
16X16 STD ASSEMBLY WITH GLASS BPS
DATA (STRUCT1(1,7),1=1,3)/.0004848..0004744,.0004652/ DATA (STRUCT2CI.7),1=1*3)/.01050,.01014,.009841/
NUMBER OF BPS PER ASSEMBLY FOR WHICH FLUXES AND BETA ARE GIUEN
15X15 ASSEMBLY WITH GLASS BPS
DATA ((BPCORR(I.K).1=1.2).K=1.2)/8.0.20.0.8.0.20.0/
15X15 ASSEMBLY WITH WABA
DATA XXBPCORR(I. K).1=1.2).K=8.9)/8.0.20.0.8.0.20.0/
15X15 ASSEMBLY WITH IFBA 
DATA ((BPCORR(I.K).1=1.2).K=15»IS)/SO.0.100.0.60.0.100.0/ 
17X17 ASSEMBLY WITH GLASS BPS
DATA XCBPCORR(I.K).T=1.2).K=3.4)/12.0.24.0.12.0.24.0/ 
17X17 ASSEMBLY WITH WABA
DATA X(BPCORR(I.K).I=1.2).K=10.11)/12.0.24.0.12.0.24.0/ 
17X17 ASSEMBLY WITH IFBA
DATA ((.BPCORR (I.K). I=1.2).K=17.18)/80.0.112.0.80.0.112.0/ 
14X14 ASSEMBLY WITH GLASS BPS
DATA C(BPCORR(I.K).1=1.2).K=5.G)/8.0.IS.0.8.0.16.0/
14X14 ASSEMBLY WITH IFBA'S
DATA ((BPCORR(I.K),1=1.2).K=19.20)/32.0.64.0*32.0.64.0/ 
16X16 ASSEMBLY WITH GLASS BPS 
DATA XBPCbRR(I>7),.ii.l>2V&..0,16.0/
16X16 ASSEMBLY WITH IFBA'S 
DATA (BPC0RRCI.21).1*1.2)/66.0.106.0/
66
Appendix B: Inpat for SIMULATE-B Benchmark Cases
A complete listing of the SIMULATE-E benchmark case input files is 
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1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 02 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2CYCLE 1 BENCHMARKING - MCMDT OPTION. 1 NODE/ASY. 2-D 
0.0 0.15 0.15 25.087 17.2825 148.5 2250. 0 SI 1000. S6 
0.9985 0.9985 1.000 21.5036 21.5036 SI -1-100 +1 
25.087 17.2625 103.79 0 S2 1 15.473 SI 2250. .70684 
0 2 0 R3 4 .0005 6 .00005 12 .00005 4 .0001 1 0 R3 1.0 
R2 SI 1.0 5.0 S4 0.285 1.0 0 2.626 S2 4 0.0 .06364 
S2 .385E-05 0.0 S2 0.0 
2.631 S2 4 0.0 .06366 
S2 .385E-05 0.0 S2 0.0
2.600 S2 4 0.0 .06362 
S2 .385E-0S 0.0 S2 0.0
2.601 SS 4 0.0 .06362 
S2 .385E-05 0.0 S2 0.0 
2.603 S2 4 0.0 .06363 
S2 .385E-05 0.0 S2 0.0 
2.605 S2 4 0.0 .06363 
S2 .385E-0S 0.0 S2 0.0 
2.574 S2 4 0.0 .06359 
S2 .385E-05 0.0 S2 0.0 
2.578 S2 4 0.0 .06360 
S2 .385E-05 0.0 S2 0.0 
2.578 S2 4 0.0 .06360 
S2 .385E-05 0.0 S2 0.0
3 1 SB 0.4589 S2 1 365.8 S13 59, 6.241E+18
3 1 S2 .288E-04 .00538 S2 .211E-04 .01207
3 2 SB 0.4589 S2 2 365.8 S13 59 6.241Etl8
3 2 52 .288E-04 .00545 52 .211E-04 .01212
3 3 56 0.4589 S2 3 365.8 S13 S9 6.241E+18
3 3 S2 .288E-04 .00493 52 .211E-04 .01195
3 4 SB 0.4589 S2 4 365.8 S13 59 6.241E+18
3 4 S2 .288E-04 .00495 S2 .21IE-04 .01196
3 5 56 0.4589 52 5 365.8 513 59 6.241E+18
3 5 52 .2B8E-04 .00498 S2 .21IE-04 .01198
3 6 S6 0.4589 S2 6 365.8 S13 59 6.241E+18
3 6 S2 .288E-04 .00501 52 •211E-04 .01200
3 7 S6 0.4589 52 7 365.8 S13 S9 6.241E+18
3 7 S2 .288E-04 .00450 S2 .211E-04 .01180
3 ' 8 56 0.4589 52 8 365.8 513 S9 6.241E+18
3 8 52 .288E-04 .00455 52 •211E-04 .01184
3 9 56 0.4589 52 9 365.8 513 S9 6.241E+18
3 9 S2 .2882-04 .00456 S2 .211E-04 .01184
4 1 1 2 1 6 1 6 1 9
4 2 2 1 6 1 5 1 4 7
4 3 1 6 1 6 1 5 1 9
4 4 6 1 6 15 1 3 7
4 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 7
4 6 6 1 5 1 5 7 8
4 7 1 4 1 3 7 8
4 8 9 7 9 7 '■511 110 0 1 15 3 :
511 0 1.5000E-01
5 II 6.OOOOE+OO 8.0000E+00 
5 1 1 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
5 1 1 2.3119E-01 2.3119E-01 
5 1 1 2.3072E-01 2.3050E-01 

















5 2 1 2 1 0 0 1 15 3521 0 1.5000E-01
521 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 
521 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
5 2 1 8.5221E-03 8.5208E-03 521 9.1212E-03 9.3283E-03 
521 9.9499E-03 1.0074E-02 
531 31 001 15 3
53 1 0 1.5000E-015 3 1 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 
531 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
531 1.6979E-02 1.6974E-02
53 1 1.6594E-02 1.6464E-02
5 31 1.6206E-02 1.6178E-02 
5 4 1 4 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 4 1 0 1.5000E-01
5 4 1 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 
5 41 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
5 4 1 5.2518E-03 5.2474E-03 
5 41 4.9901E-03 4.8983E-03
54 1 4.5720E-03 4.5003E-03
5 5 1 5 1 0 0 1 15 3
551 0 1.5000E-01
551 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 
5 5 1 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01
55 1 4.1978E-01 4.1899E-01
55 1 3.9705E-01 3.8976E-01
5 5 1 3.6428E-01 3.5880E-01 
5 6 1 6 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 6 1 0 1.5000E-01
56 1 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 
5 6 1 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
561 8.3624E-01 8,3739E-01 
5 6 1 8.5203E-01 8.5465E-01
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 8.5743E-03 8.6695E-03 8.8891E-03 
9.5037E-03 9.6652E-03 9.8141E-03 
1.0192E-02 1.0407E-02 1.0595E-02
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
1.6948E-02 1.6895E-02 1.6747E-02 
1.6362E-02 1.6284E-02 1.6244E-02 
1.6150E-02 1.6116E-02 1.6087E-02
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
5.2174E-03 5.1744E-03 5.0848E-03 
4.8106E-03 4.7270E-03 4.6476E-03 
4.4328E-03 4.3084E-03 4.1990E-03
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.OOOOE+Ol 2.40OOE+O1 2.8OOOE+01 
4.1594E-01 4.1216E-01 4.0463E-01 
3.8279E-01 3.7621E-01 3.7006E-01 
3.5364E-01 3.4435E-01 3.3620E-01
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.OOOOE+01 2.4OOOE+01 2.8000E+01 
8.4072E-01 8.4387E-01 8.4862E-01 
8.5647E-01 8.5785E-01 8.5896E-01
561 8.5968E-01 8.G033E-01 8.6093E-01 8.G144E-G1 8.6189E-01 
57171001 15 3 -
571 0 1.5000E-01 1.0000E+00 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+005 7 1 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
S 7 1 l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+0T EiSOOOE+Ol
5 7 1 6.2039E-02 6.2344E-02 S.447GE-02 6.6508E-02 6.9584E-02
57 1 7.1587E-02 7.3099E-02 7.4041E-02 7.4712E-02 7.5102E+02
571 7.5365E-02 7.5500E-02 7.5568E-02 7.5530E-02 7.5377E-025 8 1 8 1 0 0 1 15 3
581 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
581 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 81 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
581 9.5414E-02 9.5833E-02 9.8854E-02 1.01626-01 1.0534E-01
5 8 1 1.0724E-01 1.0828E-01 1.0840E-01 1.0813E-01 1.0736E-01
581 1.0646E-01 1.0529E-01 1.0418E-01 1.01G5E-01 9.9114E-02
5 91 91 0 0 1 153
5 91 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
591 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 9 1 l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
591 7.7110E+00 7.741GE+00 7.9214E+00 8.0772E+00 8.2G84E+00
591 8.3388E+00 8.3552E+00 8.3108E+00 8.2432E+00 8„1483E+dO
5 9 1 8.0463E+00 7.934GE+00 7.8205E+00 7.589GE+00 7.3G87E+00
510 1 28000 100 .30253E-0G (SIGA1 BORON)
511 1 7 8 0 00 10 0 .13985E-04 (5IGA2 BORON)
512 1 240 001 0.0 -.14454E-03 .20455E-03 ■ (SIGA1 H2D)
513 1 74 00 01 0.0-.43958E-02 .G2207E-02 CSIGA2H2G)
514 1 14 0 0 0 1 0.0 -.11938E+00 .1G894E+00 CSIGTRl H20)
515 1 G 4 0001 0.0 -.G5893E+00 .93248E+00 (SIGTR2 H20)
516 1 3400 1 5 3 (SIG12 H20)
516 1 .GOOOOE+OO .G5000E+00 .70000E+00 .75000E+00 .80000E+00 
51G 1-.2939GE-02 -.15G35E-02 -.18351E-03 .1199GE-02 .25853E-02 
5171 2.22 000000 .112730E+03 (SIGftlXE)
518 1 7.22 0 000 00 .1G0G75E+07 (SIGA2 XE)
519 1 2.24 00 0 000 .874G00E+02 C9IGA1 SM)
520 1 7.24 0 000 0 0 .4GG410E+05 CSIGflZ SM)10/12 5 1 2 1 10 0 1 15 3
512 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 1 2 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 12 l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 1 2 2.3119E-01 2.3119E-01 2.3114E-01 2.3104E-01 2.3087E-01
512 2.3072E-01 2.3050E-01 2.3034E-01 2.303GE-01 2.30G1E-01
5 12 2.3092E-01 2.3137E-01 2.3190E-01 2.3275E-01 2.3351E-01
5 2 2 210 0 1 15 3
5 2 2 0 1.5000E-01 liOOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
522 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 22 l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 2 2 8.5221E-03 8.5208E-03 8.5743E-03 8.GG95E-03 8.8891E+03
52 2 9.1212E-03 9.3283E-03 9.5037E-03 9.G652E-03 9.8141E-03
5 2 2 9.9499E-03 1.0074E-02 1.0192E-02 1.0407E-02 1.0595E-02
5 32 3 1 001 15 3
532 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 3 2 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 3 2 l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 32 1.G979E-02 1.G974E-02 1.G948E-02 1.G895E-02 1.G747E-02 
532 1.G594E-02 1.G4G4E-02 1.G3G2E-02 1.G284E-02 1.G244E-02 5 32 1.B20GE-02 1.G178E-02 1.G150E-02 1.611GE-02 1.B087E-02 
542 4 1 0 0 1 15 3
542 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 4 2 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 4 2 l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 4 2 5.2518E-03 5.2474E-03 5.2174E-03 5.1744E-03 5.0848E-03
5 4 2 4.990IE-03 4.8983E-03 4.810GE-03 4.7270E-03 4.G47GE-03
5 4 2 4.5720E-03 4.5003E-03 4.4328E-03 4.3084E-03 4.1990E-035 5 2 5 1 0 0 1 15 3
552 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
55 2 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 5 2 l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 5 24.1978E-01 4.1899E-01 4.1594E-01 4.121GE-01 4.04G3E-01 
552 3.9705E-01 3.897GE-01 3.8279E-01 3.7B21E-01 3.700GE-01 
5 5 2 3.G428E-01 3.5880E-01 3.53G4E-01 3.4435E-01 3.3G20E-01 
5 62 6 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 6 2 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
562 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 6 2 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 6 2 8.3624E-01 8.3739E-01 8.4072E-01 8.4387E-01 8.4862E-01
5 6 2 8.5203E-01 8.5465E-01 8.5647E-01 8.5785E-01 8.5896E-01
5 62 8.5968E-01 8.G033E-01 8.6093E-01 8.6144E-01 8.6189E-01
57 2 7 1 00 1 15 3
572 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 7 2 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+0O 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 7 2 l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+0157 2 B.2033E-02 6.2344E-02 G.447BE-02 6.G508E-02 6.9584E-02
5 7 2 7.1587E-02 7.3099E-02 7.4041E-02 7.4712E-02 7.5102E-02
572 7.53S5E-02 7.5500E-02 7.5568E-02 7.5530E-02 7.5377E-02
582 81001 15 3582 0 1.5000E-011.0000E+00 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
5 82 6.OOOOE+OO 8.0000E+00 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
5 8 2 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 8 2 9.5414E-02 9.5833E-02 9.8854E-02 1.0162E-01 1.0534E-01
5 8 2 1.0724E-01 1.0828E-01 1.0840E-01 1.0813E-01 1.073BE-01
5 8 2 1.0G46E-01 1.0529E-01 1.0418E-01 1.0165E-01 9.9114E-02
5 9 2 9 1 0 0 1 15 35 9 2 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
592 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
59 2 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
592 7.7110E+00 7.741GE+00 7.9214E+00 8.0772E+00 8.2G84E+00
592 8.3388E+00 8.3552E+00 8.3108E+00 8.2432E+00 8.1489E+00
5 9 2 8.04G3E+00 7.934GE+00 7.8205E+00 7.589GE+00 7.3G87E+00510 2 28000100 .2926GE-0G (5IGA1 BORON)
511 2 78000 1 0 0 .13354E-04 (5IGA2 BORON)
512 2 2400 0 1 0.0 -.13983E-03 .19788E-03 CSIGA1 H20)
513 2 7 4000 1 0.0 -.42523E-02 .G0177E-02 C5IGA2 H20)
514 2 1 400 01 0.0 -.11549E+00 .1G343E+00 (9IGTR1 H20)
515 2 640001 0.0 -.G3743E+00 .90205E+00 (5IGTR2 H20)516 2 3400153 CSIC12 H20)51G 2 .GOOOOE+OO .G5000E+00 .70000E+00 .75000E+00 .80000E+00 
51G 2-.28415E-02 -.15114E-02 -.17740E-03 .11597E-02 .24993E-02
517 2 2.22 0 0 0 0 0 0 .112140E+03 (5IGA1 XE)
518 2 7.22 0 0 0 0 0 0 .157142E+07 C5IGA2 XE)
519 2 2.24 0 0 0 0 0 0 .872300E+02 (5IGA1 5M)
5202 7.24 000000 .457290E+05 (5IGA2 SM)
5 13 1 1 0 0 1 15 35 13 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
513 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 1 3 l.GOOOE+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 13 2.3190E-01 2.3191E-01 2.3175E-01 2.3171E-01 2.3159E-01
513 2.3137E-01 2.3111E-01 2.3095E-01 2.30G7E-01 2.303GE-01
51 3 2.3015E-01 2.3011E-01 2.3042E-01 2.311GE-01 2.3215E-01
5 2 3 2 1 0 0 1 15 3523 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
523 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 2 3 l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 23 8.8270E-03 8.8301E-03 8.8735E-03 8.9493E-03 9.1280E-03
52 3 9.3330E-03 9.5180E-03 9.G802E-03 9.8300E-03 9.9G73E-03
5 23 1.0092E-02 1.0210E-02 1.0318E-02 1.051GE-02 1.0694E-02
5 3 3 3 1 0 0 1 15 3533 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
533 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 3 3 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
533 1.6429E-02 1.6440E-02 1.S43GE-02 1.S409E-02 1.G305E-02
533 1.G179E-02 1.B0GGE-02 1.598GE-02 1.5918E-02 1.5880E-02
5 3 3 1.5853E-02 1.5832E-02 1.5815E-02 1.5794E-02 1.5780E-02
5 4 3 4 1 0 0 1 15 35 4 3 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
543 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
543 l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 4 3 5.9119E-03 5.9074E-03 5.8G90E-03' 5.8173E-03 5.7097E-03
543 5.5953E-03 5.4842E-03 5.37G9E-03 5.273GE-03 5.1749E-03
543 5.0797E-03 4.9884E-03 4.9007E-03 4.7353E-03 4.5834E-03
553 5100 1 15 3553 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
553 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
553 l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
553 4.7161E-01 4.7095E-01 4.B739E-01 4.G288E-01 4.5392E-01
55 3 4.4475E-01 4.3592E-01 4.2732E-01 4.1915E-01 4.1149E-01
553 4.0413E-01 3.9705E-01 3.9023E-01 3.77S5E-01 3.GG02E-01
5 6 3 6 1 0 0 1 15 3563 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 6 3 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 6 3 l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8OOOE+01
5 G 3 8.3732E-01 8.381GE-01 8.4131E-01 8.4423E-01 8.4892E-01
5 G 3 8.5219E-01 8.5481E-01 8.5G79E-01 8.5834E-01 8.5944E-01
563 8.G031E-01 8.G104E-01 8.G149E-01 8.G214E-01 8.G2G0E-01 
5 7 3 7 1 0 0 1 15 35 73 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 7 3 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
57 3 l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 73 7.1118E-02 7.1254E-02 7.30G0E-02 7.4850E-02 7.7G20E-02
5 7 3 7.94GOE-02 8.0830E-02 8.1GG3E-02 8.2228E-02 8.2501E-02
5 73 8.2G35E-02 8.2G33E-02 8.2539E-02 8.2119E-02 8.1534E-02
58 3 8 1 0 0 1 15 3
583 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OC 2.OOOOE+OO 4.00doE*00
5 8 3 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
583 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
58 3 1.1482E-01 1.1492E-01 1.1734E-01 1.19S6E-01 1.2273E-01
5 8 3 1.2430E-01 1.2505E-01 1.2493E-01 1.2438E-01 1.2333E-01
583 1.2211E-01 1.20S7E-01 1.1908E-01 1.1572E-01 1.121GE-01
593 9 1 0 0 1 15 3
593 0 1.50Q0E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4v0OdaE+00593 B.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
593 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
59 3 9.246GE+00 9.2590E+00 9.3959E+00 9.5162E+00 9.G673E+00
5 9 3 9.7068E+00 9.6984E+00 9.G30GE+00 9.5409E+00 9.4217E+00
5 93 9.2934E+00 9.1500E+00 9.0020E+00 8.6944E+00 8.3866E+00
510 3 2800 0 10 0 .28883E-0G CSIGA1 BORON)
511 3 7 8 0 00 1 00 .13341E-04 (SIGA2 BORON)
512 3 2 4 0 00 1 0.0 -.14101E-03 .19954E-03 (SIGA1 H20)
513 3 740001 0.0 -.42882E-02 .60684E-02 (SIGA2 H20)
514 3 1 4 00 01 0.0 11G4GE+00 .1G481E+00 (SIGTR1 H20)
515 3 G 40 0 0 1 0.0 -.G48S2E+00 .91832E+00 (SIGTR2 H20)
516 3 3400153 v (SIG12 H20)
516 3 .60000E+00 .65000E+00 .70000E+00 .75000E+00 .80000E+00 
51G 3-.28G14E-02 -.15221E-02 -.17868E-03 .11G82E-02 .25178E-02 
5173 2.22 0 0 0 0 00 .109710E+03 (SIGA1 XE)
518 3 7.22 0 0 0000 .153092E+07 (SIGA2 XE)
519 3 2.24 0 00 000 .858300E+02 (SIGAl SH)
520 3 7.24 000000 .446960E+05 (SIGA2 SM)S T 4 1 1 0 0 1 15 3 •••
514 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.0000E+00 4.OOOOE+OO
5 1 4 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 1 4 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 1 4 2.3190E-01 2.3191E-01 2.3175E-01 2.3171E-01 2.3159E-01
514 2.3137E-01 2.3111E-01 2.3095E-01 2.30G7E-01 2.303GE-01 
5 14 2.3015E-01 2.3011E-01 2.3042E-01 2.311GE-01 2.3215E-01 
5 2 4 2 1 0 0 1 15 3 .
524 0 1.5000E-01 1.0000E+00 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 2 4 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 2 4 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
524 8.8270E-03 8.8301E-03 8.8735E-03 8.9493E-03 9.1280E-03
52 4 9.3330E-03 9.5180E-03 9.G802E-03 9.8300E-03 9.9G73E-03
524 1.0092E-02 1.0210E-02 1.0318E-02 1.051GE-02 1.0G94E-02 
5 3 4 310 01 15 3
534 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 3 4 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
53 4 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
53 4 1.G429E-02 1.G440E-02 1.G43GE-02 1.G409E-02 1.G305E-02
534 1.G179E-02 1.G0GGE-02 1.598GE-02 1.5918E-02 1.5880E-02
534 1.5853E-02 1.5832E-02 1.5815E-02 1.5794E-02 1.5780E-02
5 4 4 4 1 0 0 1 15 3
544 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
544 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 4 4 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
544 5.9119E-03 5.9074E-03 5.8690E-03 5.8173E-03 5.7097E-03
5 4 4 5.5953E-03 5.4842E-03 5.37G9E-03 5.273GE-03 5.1749E-03
54 4 5.0797E-03 4.9884E-03 4.9007E-03 4.7353E-03 4.5834E-03554 51001 15 3
554 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO554 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
554 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 5 4 4.7161E-01 4.7095E-01 4.G739E-01 4.G288E-01 4.5392E-01
5 5 4 4.4475E-01 4.3532E-01 4.2732E-01 4.1915E-01 4.1149E-01
5 54 4.0413E-01 3.9705E-01 3.9023E-01 3.7755E-01 3.BG02E-01
5 G 4 G 1 0 0 1 15 3
564 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
564 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 6 4 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 G 4 8.3732E-01 8.381GE-01 8.4131E-01 8.4423E-01 8.4892E-01
5 G 4 8.5219E-01 8.5481E-01 8.5G79E-01 8.5834E-01 8.5944E-01
5 G 4 8.G031E-01 8.G104E-01 8.G149E-01 8.G214E-01 8.6260E-01
5 7 4 7 1 0 0 1 15 3
574 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
57 4 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
574 l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
57 4 7.1118E-02 7.1254E-02 7.30G0E-02 7.4850E-02 7.7G20E-02
57 4 7.94G0E-02 8.0830E-02 8.1GG3E-02 8.2228E-02 8.2501E-02
574 8.2G35E-02 8.2633E-02 8.2539E-02 8.2119E-02 8.1534E-02
5 8 4 8 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 8 4 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 8 4 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 8 4 l.GOOOE+Ol' 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
584 1.1482E-01 1.1492E-01 1.1734E-01 1.196GE-01 1.2273E-01 584 1.2430E-01 1.2505E-01 1.2493E-01 1.2438E-01 1.2333E-01 
5 8 4 1.2211E-01 1.2067E-01 1.1908E-01 1.1572E-01 1.121GE-01 
594 91001 15 35 9 4 0 1.5000E-01 1.0000E+00 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
59 4 S.OOOOE+OO 8.0000E+00 1.0000E+01 1.2OO0E+O1 1.4000E+01
5 9 4 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 9 4 9.24GGE+00 9.2590E+00 9.3959E+00 9.5162E+00 9.SS73E+00
59 4 9.7068E+00 9.6984E+00 9.S306E+00 9.5409E+00 9.4217E+00
594 9.2934E+00 9.1500E+Q0 9.0020E+00 8.B944E+00 8.3866E+00 
5104 28000100 .28S42E-0G (SIGA1 BORON)
511 4 7 8 0001 00 .13185E-04 (SIGA2 BORON)
512 4 2 40001 0.0 -.13983E-03 .19788E-03 CSIGA1 H20)
513 4 74 0 0 0 1 0.0 -.42523E-02 .60177E-02 (SIGA2 H20)
514 4 1 40001 0.0 -.11549E+00 .16343E+00 (SIGTR1 H20)
515 4 B 4 0 0 0 1 0.0 -.G4350E+00 .910B4E+00 (SIGTR2 H20)
51G 4 3400153 (SIG12 H20)
51S 4 .60000E+00 .G5000E+00 .70000E+00 .75000E+00 .80000E+00 
51G 4-.283B8E-02 -.15091E-02 -.17715E-03 .11582E-02 .249G3E-02 
5174 2.22 000000 .109490E+03 (SIGA1 XE)
518 4 7.22 0 0 00 0 0 .152236E+07 (SIGA2 XE)
519 4 2.24 000 000 .857700E+02 (SIGA1 SM)
520 4 7.24 0 0 000 0 .444740E+05 (SIGA2 SN)
60^16 515 1 1 0 0 1 15 3
515 0 1.5000E-01
5 1 5 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 
5 15 l.SOOOE+01 1.8000E+01 
51 5 2.3190E-01 2.3191E-01 5 1 5 2.3137E-01 2.3U1E-01
51 5 2.3015E-01 2.3011E-01
5 2 5 2 1 0 0 1 15 3
52 5 0 1.5000E-01
52 5 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 
5 2 5 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
5 25 8.8270E-03 8.8301E-03
52 5 9.3330E-03 9.5180E-03
5 2 5 1.0092E-02 1.0210E-02 
5 3 5 3 1 0 0 1 15 3
53 5 0 1.5000E-01
5 35 6.0000E+00 8.0000E+00 
S3 5 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
535 1.S429E-02 1.B440E-02 
535 1.6179E-02 1.6066E-02
53 5 1.5853E-02 1.5832E-02
5 4 5 4 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 45 0 1.5000E-01
5 45 S.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO
54 5 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01
5 45 5.9119E-03 5.9074E-03 5 45 5.5353E-03 5.4842E-03 
5 4 5 5.0797E-03 4.9884E-03 
5 5 5 5 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 55 0 1.5000E-01
555 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 
555 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
5 5 5 4.7161E-01 4.7095E-01 
5 55 4.4475E-01 4.3532E-01 
5 5 S 4.0413E-01 3.9705E-01 
5 6 5 6 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 B 5 0 1.5000E-01
565 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 
5 6 5 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
SB 5 8.3732E-01 8.3816E-01 
565 8.5219E-01 8.5481E-01 
5 6 5 8.6031E-01 8.B104E-01 
5 7 5 7 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 7 5 0 1.5000E-01
5 7 5 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 
5 7 5 1.B000E+01 1.8000E+01 
5 7 5 7.1118E-02 7.1254E-02 
575 7.94B0E-02 8.0830E-02 
5 7 5 8.2635E-02 8.2B33E-02 
5 8 5 8 1 0 0 1 IS 3
585 0 1.5000E-01
585 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 
585 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
585 1.1482E-01 1.1492E-01 
5 8 5 1.2430E-01 1.2505E-01 
5 8 5 1.221IE-01 1.20S7E-01 
5 9 5 9 1 0 0 1 15 3
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
2.3175E-01 2.3171E-01 2.3159E-01 
2.3095E-01 2.3067E-01 2.3036E-01 
2.3042E-01 2.3116E-01 2.3215E-01
1.OOOOE+OO 2. OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
8.8735E-03 8.9493E-03 9.1280E-03 
S.6802E-03 9.8300E-03 9.9673E-03 
1.0318E-02 1.0516E-02 1.0G94E-02
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
1.643GE-02 1.6409E-02 1.6305E-02 
1.5986E-02 1.5918E-02 1.5880E-02 
1.5815E-02 1.5794E-02 1.5780E-02
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
5.8630E-03 5.8173E-03 5.7O97E-03 5.3769E-03 5.273BE-03 5.1749E-03 
4.9007E-03 4.7353E-03 4.S834E-03
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
4.B739E-01 4.G288E-01 4.5392E-01 
4.2732E-01 4.1915E-01 4.1149E-01 
3.9023E-01 3.7755E-01 3.6S02E-01
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
8.4131E-01 8.4423E-01 8.4892E-01 
8.5B79E-01 8.5834E-01 8.5944E-01 
8.B149E-01 8.B214E-01 8.6260E-01
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
7.30B0E-02 7.4850E-02 7.7620E-02 
8.16B3E-02 8.2228E-02 8.2501E-02 
8.2539E-02 8.2119E-02 8.1534E-02
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1;OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4OOOE+01 
2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
1.1734E-01 1;19BBE-01 1.2273E-01 
1.2493E-01 1.2438E-01 1.2333E-01 
1.1908E-01 1.1572E-01 1.1216E-01
595 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO S.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 95 G.OOOOE+OO 8.0000E+00 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
595 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 9 5 9.24GGE+00 3.2590E+00 9.3959E+00 9.51G2E+00 9.GG73E+00
595 9.70G8E+00 9.6984E+00 9.6306E+00 9.5409E+00 3.4217E+005 9 5 9.2934E+00 9.1500E+00 9.0020E+00 8.6944E+00 8.38GGE+00
510 5 2 80001 0 0 .28320E-0G (SIGA1 BORON)
511 5 7 8 0 0 0 100 .12988E-04 (SIGA2 BORON)
512 5 2 4000 1 0.0 -.13825E-03 .19565E-03 (5IGA1 H20)
513 5 7 4 0 0 0 1 0.0 -.42045E-02 .59500E-02 (SIGA2 H20)
514 5 1 4 0 0 0 1 0.0 11419E+00 .1G159E+00 (SIGTR1 H20)
515 5 6 4 00 0 1 0.0 ~.G3G2GE+00 .90041E+Q0 (SIGTR2 H20)
516 5 3400153 (SIG12 H20)
516 5 .60000E+00 .G5000E+00 .70000E+00 .75000E+00 .80000E+00
516 5-.28040E-02 -.14916E-02 -.17510E-03 .11448E-02 .24G75E-02
517 5 2.22 00000 0 .109250E+03 (SIGA1 XE)
518 5 7.22 0 0000 0 .15119GE+07 (SIGA2 XE)
519 5 2.24 0 0 0 0 00 .856700E+02 (SIGA1 SM)
520 5 7.24 0 0 0 0 0 0 .442030E+05 (SIGA2 SN)5 1 6 / '■■■ 1 1 0 0 115 3 '■
5 1 G 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 IE G.OOOOE+00 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 i.4000E+01
5 1 G 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 1 G 2.3190E-01 2.3191E-01 2.3175E-01 2.3171E-01 2.3159E-01 :
5 1 6 2.3137E-01 2.3111E-01 2.3095E-01 2.30G7Ei-01 2.3O3GE-0i
5 1 6 2.3015E-01 2.3011E-01 2.3042E-01 2.311GE-01 2.3215E-01'
526 21001 15 3 . .
5 2 G 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 2 G G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 2 G 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 2 G 8.8270E-03 8.8301E-03 8.8735E-03 8.9493E-03 9.1280E-03
5 2 G 9.3330E-03 9.5180E-03 9.G802E-03 9.8300E-03 9.9673E-03
5 2 G 1.0092E-02 1.0210E-02 1.0318E-02 1.051GE-02 1.0G94E-02
5 3 G 3 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 3 G 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 3 6 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 3 G 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
53 6 1.G429E-02 1.G440E-02 1.G43GE-02 1.G403E-02 1.G305E-02
5 3 6 1.6179E-02 1.G0GGE-02 1.598GE-02 1.5918E-02 1.5880E-02
536 1.5853E-02 1.5832E-02 1.5815E-02 1.5794E-02 1.5780E-02
5 4 6 410 0 1 15 3
5 4 G 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 4 G G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 4 G l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 4 6 5.9119E-03 5.9074E-03 5.8G90E-03 5.8173E-03 5.7097E-03
546 5.5953E-03 5.4842E-03 5.37G9E-03 5.273GE-03 5.1749E-03 
5 4 G 5.0797E-03 4.9884E-03 4.9007E-03 4.7353E-03 4.5834E-03 
5 5 6 5 1 0 0 1 15 3
556 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 5 G G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 5 6 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 5 G 4.7161E-01 4.7095E-01 4.G739E-01 4.G288E-01 4.5392E-01
5 5 6 4.4475E-01 4.3592E-01 4.2732E-01 4.1915E-01 4.1149E-01
5 5 6 4.0413E-01 3.9705E-01 3.9023E-01 3.7755E-01 3.GG02E-01
5 GG ' B 1 0 0 1 15 3 .566 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 6 6 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 G G l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 G 6 8.3732E-01 8.3816E-01 8.4131E-01 8.4423E-01 8.4892E-01
5 6 G 8.5219E-01 8.5481E-01 8.5G79E-01 8.5834E-01 8.5944E-01
5 G G 8.G031E-01 8.6104E-01 8.G149E-01 8.G214E-01 8.G2G0E-01
5 7 G 7 1 0 0 1 15 3
57 G 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 7 G G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 7 6 l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 7 G 7.1118E-02 7.1254E-02 7.30G0E-02 7.4850E-02 7.7G20E-02
5 7 G 7.94G0E-02 8.0830E-02 8.1GG3E-02 8.2228E-02 8.2501E-02
5 7 6 8.2G35E-02 8.2G33E-02 8.2539E-02 8.2119E-02 8.1534E-02
5 8 6 8 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 8 G 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 8 G G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 8 G l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
586 1.1482E-01 1.1492E-01 1.1734E-01 1.1966E-01 1.2273E-01 
5 8 6 1.2430E-01 1.2505E-01 1.2493E-01 1.2438E-01 1.2333E-01
5 8 6 1.2211E-01 1.20G7E-01 1.1908E-01 1.1572E-01 1.121BE-01
5 9 6 9 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 9 G 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 9 6 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 9 G l.GOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01


















9.7Q68E+Q0 S.6984E+00 9.630GE+00 9.5409E+00 9.4217E+00 
















1 0.0 -.13668E-03 .19343E-03 
1 0.0 -.41567E-02 .58823E-02 














1 15 3 1.OOOOE+OO 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
(SIGA1 BORON) 
CSIGA2 BORON) 























5 3 7 5 3 7 















5 5 5 6 




5 6 5 7 7
0 1.5000E-01 ---- --------- —6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+01 1.20Q0E+01 1.4000E+01 
1.6000E+01 I*8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
2.3241E-01 2.3237E-01 2.3220E-01 2.3203E-01 2.3204E-01 
2.3176E-01 2.315SE-01 2.3139E-01 2.3122E-01 2.3090E-012.2999E-01 2.3QQ3E-01 2.3064E-012.3058E-01 2.3020E-01 
21 00 1 15 30 1.5000E-01u i ^uuL ui 1.0000E+00 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
9.1307E-03 9.1383E-03 9.1754E-03 9.2386E-03 9.3861E-03 
9.5675E-Q3 9.7338E-03 9.8839E-03 1.0023E-02 1.0148E-02 
1.0266E-02 1•Q377E-02 1•0474E-02 1.0660E-02 1.0828E-02
3 100 1 15 30 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
1.5962E-02 1.5988E-02 1.5997E-02 1.5976E-02 1.5904E-02 
1.5798E-02 1.5710E-02 1.5632E-02 1.5574E-02 1.5544E-02 
1.5524E-02 1.5507E-02 1.5497E-Q2 1.5479E-02 1.5478E-024 1 0 0 1 15 30 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
6.5500E-03 6.5471E-03 6.5035E-03 6.4456E-03 6.3266E-03 
^ 5.9524E-03 5.8350E-03 5.7218E-03 
5.4026E-03 5.2050E-Q3 5.0192E-030 0 1 15 30 1.S000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 



























J, ,{JUUUtTW X X I UVUUU ' U l— WVU ' V* h.* TIVV Vk. ----------------------
5.2182E-01 5.2136E-01 5.1749E-01 5.1252E-01 5.0257E-01 
4.9223E-01 4.8239E-01 4.72B2E-01 4.S332E-01 4.5452E-01 
4.4600E-01 4.3768E-01 4.2959E-01 4.1431E-01 4.0000E-01 
6 10 0 1 15 30 1.5000E-01 1.0000E+00 2.OOOOE+OO 4.0000E+00 
6.0000E+00 8.0000E+00 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 8.3870E-01 8.3955E-01 8.4240E-01 8.4519E-01 8.4967E-01 
8.5287E-01 8.5550E-01 8.5750E-01 8.5904E-01 8.6014E-01 
8.6103E-01 8.6199E-01 8.6242E-01 8.6316E-01 8.6352E-01 
710 0 1 15 301.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
7.9763E-02 7.9745E-02 8.1315E-02 8.2935E-02 8.5488E-02 
8.7207E-02 8.8498E-02 8.3266E-02 8.9776E-02 8.9935E-02 
9.0059E-02 8.9977E-02 8.9800E-02 8.9158E-02 8.8285E-02
8 1 0 0 1 15 30 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4O0OE+O1 2.8000E+01 
1.3330E-01 1.3306E-01 1.3508E-01 1.3701E-01 1.39B8E-01 
1.4099E-01 1.4157E-01 1.4135E-01 1.4062E-01 1.3942E-01 
1.381OE-O1 1.3645E-01 1.34BBE-01 1.3065E-01 1.2B43E-01
9 1 0 0 1 15 3 "0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
B.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
1.0708E+01 1.0704E+01 1.0806E+01 1.0905E+01 1.1028E+01 
--- -- 1.1023E+Q1 1.0944E+01 1.0838E+01 1.0709E+01
B1.V 7
1-.1045E+01 *  V^-r-T-*------ -- --- --1.05B3E+01 1.0401E+01 1.0230E+01 9.8741E+00 9.5059E+00 











519 7520 7 
5 1 8 
5 18 
5 1 8 
5 18 
5 1 8 
5 1 8 
5 1 8 
5 2 8 
5 2 8 
5 2 8 
5 2 8 
5 2 8 
52 8 
5 2 8 
5 3 8 
5 3 8 
5 3 8 
5 3 8 
5 3 8 
5 3 8 
5 3 8 
5 4 8 
5 4 8 
5 4 8 
5 4 8 
5 4 8 
5 4 8 
5 4 8 
5 5 8 
5 5 8 
5 5 8 
5 5 8 
5 5 8 
5 5 8 
5 5 8 
5 6 8 
5 6 8 
5 6 8 
5 6 8 
5 6 8 
5 6 8 
5 6 8 
5 7 8 
5 7 8 
5 7 8 5 7 8 
5 7 8 
5 7 8 
5 7 8 
5 8 8 5 8 8 
5 8 8 
5 8 8 
5 8 8 
5 8 8 
5 8 8 
5 9 8 
5 9 8 
5 9 8 
5 9 8 
5 9 8 








2 4 0 0 0 1 0.0 -.14454E-03 .20455E-03 CSIGAl H20)
7 4 00 0 1 0.0 -.43958E-02 .62207E-02 (SIGA2 H20)
1 4 00 01 0.0 -•11938E+00 .168946^00 (SIGTR1H20) 
640 0 01 0.0 -.67148E+0O .95024E+00 CSIGTR2 H20) 
34 0 0153 CSXG12 H20)
.60000E+00 .65000E+QC .70Q00E+00 .75000E+00 .80000E+00
-.29304E-02 -.15591E-02 -.18303E-G3 .I1967E-02 .25795E-02
2.22 000000 .107600E+03 CSIGAl XE)
7.22 000 0 0 0 .1508306+07 CSIGA2 XE)
2.24 0 0000 0 .845900E+02 CSIGAl SM)
7.24 0 0 0 00 0 .441220E+05 CSIGA2 SM)
1 100 1 15 30 1.5000E-01 UOOO0E+O^ 2.0000E+00 4v(jO()0E^O0:
6.0000E+00 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+01 1.2000E+0i 1.4000E+01 
1.60Q0E+01 1.8000E+01 2.Q000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
2.3241E-01 2.3237E-01 2.3220E-01 2.3203E-01 2.3204E-0I 
2.3176E-01 2.3155E-01 2.3139E-01 2.3122E-01 2.3090E-01 
2.3Q58E-01 2.3020E-01 2.2999E-01 2.3003E-01 2.3064E-01
2 10 0 1 15 3
0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
6.OOOOE+OO 8.0000E+00 l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
9.1307E-03 9.1383E-03 9.1754E-03 9.2386E-03 9.386IE-03 
9.5675E-03 9.7338E-03 9.8839E-03 1.00232-02 1.0148E-02 
1.0266E-02 1.0377E-02 1.0474E-02 1.066OE-O2 1.0828E-02 
31001 15 30 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.0000E+00 
6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 lv2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
1.5962E-02 1.5988E-02 1.5997E-02 1.5976E-02 1.5904E-02 
1.5798E-02 1.5710E-02 1.5632E-02 1.5574E-02 1.5544E-02 
1.5524E-02 1•55O7E-02 1.5497E-Q2 1.5479E-02 1.5478E-02 
4i 0 0 1 15 30 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 i.4000E+0i 
1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.S000E+01 
6.5500E-03 6.5471E-03 6.5035E-03 6.4456E-03 6.3266E-Q3 
6.1983E-03 6.0742E-03 5.9524E-03 5.8350E-03 5.7218E-03 
5.6122E-03 5.5066E-03 5.4026E-03 5.2050E-03 5.0192E-03
5 1 00 1 15 30 1.50Q0E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
5.2182E-01 5.2136E-01 5.1749E-01 5.1252E-01 5.0257E-01 
4.9229E-01 4.8239E-01 4.7262E-01 4.6332E-01 4.5452E-01 
4.4600E-01 4.3768E-01 4.2959E-01 4.1431E-01 4.0000E-016 1 0 0 1 15 3
0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
8.3870E-01 8.3955E-01 8.4240E-01 8.4519E-01 8.4967E-01 
8.5287E-01 8.5550E-01 8.5750E-01 8.5904E-Q1 8.6014E-01 
8.6109E-01 8.6199E-01 8.6242E-01 8.6316E-01 8.6352E-01
7 1 0 0 1 15 3
0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
1.6000E+01 1.80006+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
7.9763E-02 7.9745E-02 8.1315E-02 8.2935E-02 8.5488E-02 
8.7207E-02 8.8498E-02 8.9266E-02 8.9776E^02 8.9995E-02 
9.0059E-02 8.9977E-02 8.98OOE-02 8.9158EHD2 8.8285E-02
8 1 0 0 1 15 30 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
1.6000E+01 1.80006+01 2.0Q00E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
1.3330E-01 1.3306E-01 1.3508E-01 1.370.1E-01 1.3968E-Q1 
1.4Q99E-01 1.4157E-01 1.4135E-01 1.4062E-01 1.3942E-01 
1.381OE-01 1.3645E-01 1.3466E-01 1.3065E-01 1.2643E-01 
91001 15 3
0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4*OOOOE+OO 
6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
1.0708E+011.0704E+011.0806E+01 1.0905E+01 1.1028E+01 
1•1045E+01 1.1023E+01 1.0944E+01 1.0838E+01 1.0709E+01 
1.0563E+01 1.0401E+01 1.0230E+01 9.8741E+00 9.5059E+00
28 00 0100 .28317E-06 CSIGAl BORON)
78000100 •13171E-04 (SIGA2 BORON)
2400 0 1 0.0 -.14101E-03 .19954E-03 CSIGAl H20) 
740 00 1 0.0 -.42882E-02 .S0684E-02 CSIGA2 H2Q) 
140001 0.0 -.11646E+00 .16481E+00 CSIGTR1 H20) 
















































2.3058E-01 2, 2 1 00 1 








0 0 .1483312+07 
00 .844000E+02 




8000E+01 2.OOOOE+Ol 2. 
3237E-01 2.3220E-01 2. 
3155E-01 2.3139E-01 2. 






.11666E-02 .25147E-02(SIGA1 XE) 


















8000E+01 2.OOOOE+Ol 2. 
1383E-03 9.1754E-03 9. 














539 31001 15 35 39 0 1.5000E-011.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
5 3 9 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
539 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
5 3 91.59622-02 1.5988E-02 1.5997E-02 1.5976E-02 1.5904E-02 
5 3 91.5798E-02 1.5710E-02 1.5632E-02 1.5574E-02 1.5544E-02 
5 39 1.5524E-02 1.5507E-02 1.5497E-02 1.5479E-02 1.5478E-02 
5 4 9 4 1 0 0 1 15 3543 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
54 9 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.40002+01
54 9 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
5 4 9 6.5500E-03 6.5471E-03 6.5035E-03 6.4456E-03 6.3266E-03 
549 6.1983E-03 6.0742E-03 5.9524E-03 5.8350E-03 5.7218E-03 
5 49 5.6122E-03 5.5066E-03 5.4026E-03 5.2050E-03 5.0192E-03 
5 5 9 5 1 0 0 1 15 355 9 0 1.50002-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
5 59 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
559 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
5 5 9 5.2182E-01 5.2136E-01 5.1749E-01 5.1252E-01 5.0257E-01 
55 9 4.9229E-01 4.8239E-01 4.7262E-01 4.6332E-01 4.5452E-01 
5 59 4.4600E-01 4.3768E-01 4.2959E-01 4.1431E-01 4.0000E-01 
5 6 9 6 1 0 0 1 15 3569 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
5 6 9 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
5 6 9 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
569 8.387OE-01 8.3955E-01 8.4240E-01 8.4519E-01 8.4967E-01 
565 6.5287E-01 8.5550E-01 8.5750E-01 8.5904E-01 8.6014E-01 
569 8.6109E-01 8.6199E-01 8.6242E-01 8.6316E-01 8.6352E-01
5 7 9 7 1 0 0 1 15 357 5 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 79 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 79 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 7 9 7.9763E-02 7.9745E-02 8.1315E-02 8.2335E-02 8.5488E-02
579 8.7207E-02 8.8498E-02 8.9266E-02 8.9776E-02 8.9995E-02 
5 7 9 9.0053E-02 8.3977E-02 8.9800E-02 8.3158E-02 8.8285E-02 
589 81001 15 358 9 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
589 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
SB 9 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 8 3 1.3330E-01 1.3306E-01 1.3508E-01 1.3701E-01 1.3968E-01
58 9 1.4099E-01 1.4157E-01 1.4135E-01 1.4062E-01 1.3942E-01
58 9 1.3810E-01 1.3645E-01 1.3466E-01 1.3065E-01 1.2643E-01
5 9 9 9 1 0 0 1 15 3599 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 39 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
599 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 9 9 1.0708E+01 1.0704E+01 1.0806E+01 1.0905E+01 1.1028E+01
5 99 1.1045E+01 1.1023E+01 1.0944E+01 1.0838E+01 1.0709E+01
599 1.0563E+01 1.0401E+01 1.0230E+01 3.8741E+00 9.5059E+00
5109 28000100 .28238E-06 (SIGA1 BORON)
511 9 7 8 0 00 1 0 0 .13115E-04 (SIGA2 BORON)
512 9 240 0 0 1 0.0 -.14061E-03 .19899E-03 CSIGA1 H20)
513 9 7 4 0 0 0 1 0.0 -.42762E-02 .60515E-02 (SIGA2 H20)
5149 140001 0.0 -.11614E+00 .16435E+00 (SIGTR1 H20)
515 S 6 40 0 0 1 0.0 -.65322E+00 .92440E+00 (SIGTR2 H20)
5169 3400153 CSIG12 H20)
516 S .60000E+00 .65000E+00 .70000E+00 .75000E+00 .80000E+00
516 9-.28492E-02 -.15154E-02 -.17791E-03 .11533E-02 .25075E-02
517 9 2.22 000000 .107070E+03 (SIGA1 XE)
518 9 7.22 0 0 0 000 .148054E+07 (SIGA2 XE)
519 9 2.24 0 0 00 00 .843800E+02 (SIGA1 SM)
520 9 7.24 0 00 00 0 .433S78E+05 (SIGA2 SM)7 1 0.0 RE 0.440
7 2 0.0 RE 0.390
7 3 0.0 RE 0.500
7 4 0.0 RE 0.520
. 7 5 0.0 R5 0.525
7 6 0.0 R5 0.450
12 -.0001 S3 .008
“ 13 .S011B -.58534 -.4386214 l 1.0 0.0
19 • 1 5 5 R3 1 R2 2 1 R2 1 1 R2 1 R22 i R8 0 1 R37
20 0 0 R2 S4 0 1 0 1 S3 1 S7 0
21 1140101 S2 01 S2 Oil S432 1 32101000 32101012 32101000 32B01020 32101000 3260102032 1 32101000 33101010
32 2 32101012 32101000 32601020 32101000 32601016 3210100032 23260101233101000
32 3 32101000 32601020 32101000 32601020 32101000 3260101632 3 32101000 33101010
32 4 32601020 32101000 32601020 32101000 32601016 32101000
32 4 32601009 33101000
32 5 32101000 32601016 32101000 32601016 32101000 3260101632 5 33101000
32 6 32601020 32101000 32601016 32101000 32601016 3310100032 6 33101009
32 732101000326010123210100032601009331010003310100932 8 33101010 33101000 33101010 3310100099
D SEQUOYAH-1 CYCLE 1 BENCHMARKING — MCMDT OPTION. 1 NODE/ASY, 2-D1 0.15 1.00 0.85
20 0 0 R2 S4 0 1 0 0 S3 1 S7 0
21 1 1 4 0 1 0 1 S2 0 1 S2 0 1 1 S499
D SEQUOYAH-1 CYCLE 1 BENCHMARKING - MCMDT OPTION. 1 NODE/ASY. 2-D
1 1.00 4.00 1.00
20 0 0 R2 S4 0 1 0 0 S3 1 S7 0
21 1 1 4 0 1 0 1 S2 0 1 S2 0 1 1 S499
1 SEQUOYAH-1 CYCLE 1 BENCHMARKING - MCMDT OPTION, 1 NODE/ASY, 2-D 
1 4.00 12.0 2.00
20 0 0 R2 S4 0 1 0 0 S3 1 S7 0
21 1 1 4 0 1 0 1 S2 0 1 S2 0 1 1 S49g
D SEQUOYAH-1 CYCLE 1 BENCHMARKING - MCMDT OPTION. 1 NODE/ASY. 2-D 
1 12.0 18.0 2.00
20 0 0 R2 S4 0 1 0 0 S3 1 S7 0






8 8 12 61 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 I- SEQUOYAH-1 
1
0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 1 BENCHMARKIMG
0 0 0 0 0 40 25 10 SEQCY1


















pTo 0.15 0.15 426.375 17.2625 148.5 2250. 0 SI 1000. 
0,500 0.500 * -
S6
1.000 21.5036 30.4833 SI -1 -1 00+1 
426.375 17.2625 103.78 0 S2 1 15.473 SI 2250. .7173 
020 R3 4 .0005 6 .00005 12 .00005 4 .0001 1 0 R3 1.0 
R2 SI 1.0 5.0 S4 0.285 1.0 0 ' „ .0.4589 S2 1 365.8 S13 S3 6.241E+18 2.626 52 4 0.0 .06364 
.288E-04 .00538 S2 .211E-04 .01207 S2 .385E-05 0.0 S2 0.0 
0.4589 S2 2 365.8 513 S9 6.241E+18 2.631 52 4 0.0 .06366 
,288E-04 .00545 52 .211E-04 .01212 S2 .385E-05 0.0 S2 0.0 
0.4589 S2 3 365.8 913 S9 6.241E+18 2,600 S2 4 0.0 .06362 
.288E-04 .00493 52 .211E-04 .01195 S2 .385E-05 0.0 S2 0.0 
0.4589 S2 4 365.8 S13 S9 6.241E+18 2.601 S2 4 0.0 .06362 
_ .288E-04 .00495 S2 .211E-04 .01196 S2 .385E-05 0.0 S2 0.0 
S6 0.4589 S2 5 365.8 S13 S9 6.241E+18 2.603 S2 4 0.0 .06363 
S2 .288E-04 .00498 S2 .211E-04 .01198 S2 .385E-05 0.0 S2 0.0 
0.4589 S2 6 365.8 S13 S3 6.241E+18 2.605 S2 4 0.0 
•288E-04 .00501 S2 .211E-04 .01200 S2 .385E-05 0.0 
0.4589 52 7 365.8 Si3 S9 6.241E+18 2.574 S2 4 0.0 
•288E-04 .00450 S2 .211E-04 .01180 S2 .385E-05 0.0 













3 8 52 .288E-04 .00455 52 .211E
3 9 S6 0.4589 S2 9 365. 8 513 S9
3 9 52 .288E-04 .00456 52 • 21 IE’4 • 1 1 2 1 6 1 6 1 9
4 2 2 1 6 1 5 1 4 7v':-.V
4 3 1 6 1 6 1 5 1 9
4 4 6 1 6 1 5 1 3 7
4 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 7
4 6 6 1 5 1 5 7 84 7 1 4 1 3 7 8
4 8 9 7
• 06360
-04 '.01184 S2~.385E-05 6.0 S2 0.0 
J41E+18 2.578 S2 4 0.0 .06360 


































































0 0 1 15 3 
0 1.5000E-01
6#0000E+00 8.0000E+00 ....___1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 
5221E-03 8.5208E-03
9.1212E-03 9.3283E-03 9.5037E-03 9.6652E-03 
9.9493E-03 1.0074E-02 1.0132E-02 1.0407E-02
1.0000E+00 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00 
l OOOOE+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
8.5743E-03 8.6695E-03 8.8891E-03- - 9.8141E-03
1.0595E-02
3100 1 15 3























4.8983E-03 4.8106E-03 4.7270E-03 4.6476E-03 
4.5003E-03 4.4328E-03 4.3084E-03 4.1990E-03
1.5000E-01
8.OOOOE+OO ...______
-- 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+O1 
5*2518E-03 5.2474E-03 5.2174E-03 
1 4.9901E-03 '
1 4.5720E-035 10 0 1 15 3
0 1.5000E-01 1,0000E+00 
















































561 8.5968E-01 8.G033E-01 8.GO93E~01 8.6144E-01 8.6189E-01 571 7 1 0 0 1 15 3
571 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 7 1 6.OOOOE+OO 8.0000E+00 l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+0i
5 7 1 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
571 6.2039E-02 S.2344E-02 6.4476E-02 6.G508E-02 6.9584E-02 
57 1 7.1587E-02 7.3099E-02 7.4041E-02 7.4712E-02 7.5102E-02
5 7 1 7.5365E-02 7.5500E-02 7.5568E-02 7.5530E-02 7.5377E-025 8 1 8 1001 15 3
5.8 1 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.0000E+00 4.00o6E+Ob
581 6.OOOOE+OO 8.0000E+00 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
581 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 8 1 9.5414E-02 9.5833E-02 9.8854E-02 1.01B2E-01 1.0534E-01
5 8 1 1.0724E-01 1.0828E-01 1.0840E-01 1.06i3E-01 l.b736E-01
5 8 1 1.0646E-01 1.0529E-01 1.0418E-01 1.0165E-01 9.9114E-025 9 1 9 1 0 0 1 15 3 •
591 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 9 1 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 9 1 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 9 1 7.7110E+00 7.7416E+00 7.9214E+00 8.0772E+00 8.2684E+00
59 1 8.3388E+00 8.3552E+00 8.3108E+00 8.2432E+00 8.1489E+00
591 8.04G3E+00 7.9346E+00 7.8205E+00 7.5896E+00 7.3687E+00
510 1 2800010 0 .30253E-06 CSIGAl BORON)
511 1 78 0 001 0 0 .13985E-04 CSIGA2 BORON)
512 1 2 4 0 0 01 0.0 -.14454E-03 .20455E-03 CSIGAl H20)
513 1 74 0 0 0 1 0.0 -.43958E-02 .G2207E-02 CSIGA2 H20)
514 1 14000 1 0.0 -.11938E+00 .1G894E+00 (SIGTR1 H20)
515 1 84 0 001 0.0 -.G5893E+00 .93248E+00’ (STGTR2 H20)
51G 1 34 0015 3 (SIG12 H20)
516 1 .60000E+00 .G5000E+00 .70000E+00 .75000E+00 .80000E+00 
51G 1-.2939GE-02 -.15G35E-02 -.18351E-03 .1199GE-02 .25853E-02
517 1 2.22 0 0 0000 .112730E+03 CSIGAl XE)
518 1 7.22 0 0 00 00 .160G75E+07 CSIGA2 XE)
5191 2.24 0 0 0 0 0 0 .874G00E+02 CSIGAl SN)
520 1 7.24 000000 .4GG410E+05 CSIGA2 SM)
10/13 512 1 1 0 0 1 153
512 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 1 2 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
512 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
51 2 2.3119E-01 2.3119E-01 2.3114E-01 2.3104E-01 2.3087E-01 
5 1 2 2.3072E-01 2.3050E-01 2.3034E-01 2.303GE-01 2.30G1E-01 
5 1 2 2.3092E-01 2.3137E-01 2.3190E-01 2.3275E-01 2.33SIE-01 
522 2 1 0 0 1 15 3 ' '
522 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 2 26.OOOOE+OO 8.0000E+00 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
522 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
522 8.5221E-03 8.5208E-03 8.5743E-03 8.GG95E-03 8.8891E-03 
522 9.1212E-03 9.3283E-03 9.5037E-03 9.GG52E-03 9.8141E-03 
522 9.9499E-03 1.0074E-02 1.0192E-02 1.0407E-02 1.0595E-02 5 3 2 3 1 0 0 1 15 3
532 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 3 2 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
5 3 2 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
5 3 2 1.6979E-02 1.G974E-02 1.G948E-02 1.6895E-02 1.G747E-02 
532 1.G594E-02 1.G4G4E-02 1.G3G2E-02 1.6284E-02 1.G244E-02 
532 1.G20GE-02 1.G178E-02 1.G150E-02 1.S11GE-02 1.S087E-02 54 2 41001 15 3
542 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
542 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
542 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
542 5.2518E-03 5.2474E-03 5.2174E-03 5.1744E-03 5.0848E-03 
542 4.9901E-03 4.8983E-03 4.8106E-03 4.7270E-03 4.G47GE-03 
5 4 2 4.5720E-03 4.5003E-03 4.4328E-03 4.3084E-03 4.1990E-03 552 5 1 0 0 1 15 3
552 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
552 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
552 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
552 4.1978E-01 4.1899E-01 4.1594E-01 4.121GE-01 4.04G3E-01 
5 5 2 3.9705E-01 3.897GE-01 3.8279E-01 3.7G21E-01 3.700GE-01 
552 3.G428E-01 3.5880E-01 3.53G4E-01 3.4435E-01 3.3G20E-01 
562 G 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 G 2 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 G 2 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 G 2 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 6 2 8.3G24E-01 8.3739E-01 8.4072E-01 8.4387E-01 8.48G2E-01
5 G 2 8.5203E-01 8.54G5E-01 8.5G47E-01 8.5785E-01 8.5896E-01
5 G 2 8.59G8E-01 8.G033E-01 8.G093E-01 8.G144E-01 8.G189E-015 7 2 7 1 0 0 1 15 3
572 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
572 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
572 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 7 2 B.2039E-02 6.2344E-02 6.4476E-02 6.S508E-02 6.9584E-02
5 7 2 7.1587E-02 7.3099E-02 7.4041E-02 7.4712E-02 7.51022-02
5 72 7.5365E-02 7.5500E-02 7.55G8E-02 7.5530E-02 7.5377E-02
5 8 2 8 1 0 0 1 15 3582 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
582 S.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
582 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 8 2 9.5414E-02 9.5833E-02 9.8854E-02 1.01G2E-01 1.0534E-01
58 2 1.0724E-01 1.0828E-01 1.0840E-01 1.0813E-01 1.0736E-01
5 8 2 1.0646E-01 1.0529E-01 1.0418E-01 1.0165E-01 9.9114E-02
5 9 2 9 1 0 0 1 15 35 92 0 1.5000E-01 1.0000E+00 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
59 2 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
59 2 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
59 2 7.7110E+00 7.741BE+00 7.3214E+00 8.0772E+00 8.2B84E+00
5 9 2 8.3388E+00 8.3552E+00 8.3108E+00 8.2432E+00 8.1489E+00
592 8.04B3E+00 7.934SE+00 7.820SE+00 7.589SE+00 7.3687E+00 
5102 28000100 .29266E-06 (SIGA1 BORON)
5112 78000100 .13354E-04 (SIGA2 BORON)
512 2 2 40 00 1 0.0 -.13983E-03 .19788E-03 (SIGA1 H20)
513 2 7400 0 1 0.0 -.42523E-02 .60177E-02 (SIGA2 H20)
514 2 1 40001 0.0 -.11549E+00 .1G343E+00 (SIGTRl H20)
515 2 6 40 001 0.0 -.63743E+00 .90205E+00 (5IGTR2 H20)
516 23400153 (SIG12 H20)
516 2 .BOOOOE+OO .B5000E+00 .70000E+00 .75000E+00 .80000E+00
516 2-.28415E-02 -.15114E-02 -.17740E-03 .11597E-02 .24993E-02
517 2 2.22 000000 .112140E+03 (SIGA1 XE)
518 2 7.22 0 0 0 0 0 0 .157142E+07 (SIGA2 XE)
519 2 2.24 000 0 0 0 .872300E+02 (SIGA1 5M)
520 2 7.24 0 0000 0 .457290E+05 CSIGA2 SM)
60/09 513 11001153
5 1 3 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 1 3 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 1 3 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2*4000E+01 2.8000E+01
513 2.3190E-01 2.3191E-01 2.3175E-01 2.3171E-01 2.3159E-01
5 1 3 2.3137E-01 2.3111E-01 2.3095E-01 2.30G7E-01 2.3036E-01
5 13 2.3015E-01 2.3011E-01 2.3042E-01 2.311BE-01 2.3215E-01
5 2 3 2 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 2 3 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
52 3 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
523 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 2 3 8.8270E-03 8.83012-03 8.8735E-03 8.9493E-03 9.1280E-03
52 3 9.3330E-03 9.S180E-03 9.6802E-03 9.8300E-03 9.9673E-03
523 1.0092E-02 1.0210E-02 1.0318E-02 1.0516E-02 1.0B94E-02
5 3 3 3 1 0 0 1 15 3533 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
533 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
53 3 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 .
533 1.B429E-02 1.6440E-02 1.S43BE-02 1.B409E-02 1.B305E-02
533 1.G179E-02 1.S066E-02 1.5986E-02 1.5918E-02 1.5880E-02
53 3 1.5853E-02 1.5832E-02 1.5815E-02 1.5794E-02 1.5780E-02
543 41001 15 354 3 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
543 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
54 3 1.B000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
543 5.9119E-03 5.9074E-03 5.8690E-03 5.8173E-03 5.7097E-03
543 5.59S3E-03 5.4842E-03 5.3769E-03 5.2736E-03 5.1749E-03
5 4 3 5.0797E-03 4.9884E-03 4.9007E-03 4.7353E-03 4.5834E-03
5 5 3 5 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 5 3 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 5 3 B.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
55 3 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
553 4.7161E-01 4.7095E-01 4.6739E-01 4.G288E-01 4.5392E-01
5 5 3 4.4475E-01 4.3592E-01 4.2732E-01 4.1915E-01 4.1149E-01
553 4.0413E-01 3.9705E-01 3.9023E-01 3.7755E-01 3.6602E-01
563 6 1 0 0 1 15 3
563 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 6 3 6. OOOOE+OO 8,OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
56 3 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
563 8.3732E-01 8.3816E-01 8.4131E-01 8.4423E-01 8.4892E-01
56 3 8.5219E-01 8.5481E-01 8.5679E-01 8.5834E-01 8.5944E-01
563 8.6031E-01 8.6104E-01 8.G149E-01 8.6214E-01 8.6260E-01
5 7 3 7 1 0 0 1 15 3
57 3 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
573 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 7 3 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
573 7.1118E-02 7.1254E-02 7.3060E-02 7.4850E-02 7.7620E-02
5 737.9460E-02 8.0830E-02 8.1663E-02 8.2228E-02 8.2501E-02
5 7 3 8.2G35E-02 8.2633E-02 8.2539E-02 8.2119E-02 8.1534E-02
583 8 10 01 15 3583 0 1.5000E-01 1.0000E+00 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+005 8 3 G.OOOOE+OO 8.0000E+00 l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 8 3 l.BOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 8 3 1.1482E-01 1.1432E-01 1.1734E-01 1.1966E-01 1.2273E-01
58 3 1.2430E-01 1.2505E-01 1.2493E-01 1.2438E-01 1.2333E-01
5 8 3 1.221IE-01 1.20B7E-01 1.1S08E-01 1.1572E-01 1.121GE-01
5 3 3 ; 3.1 0 0 1 15 3 x593 0 1.5000E-01 1.0000E+00 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
593 G.0000E+00 8.0000E+00 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
5 9 3 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
5 9 3 9.24G6E+00 9.2590E+00 9.3959E+00 9.51G2E+00 3.GG73E+00 
5 93 9.70G8E+00 9.6384E+00 9.63O6E+00 9;5403£+bb 9.4217E+bb 
593 9.2934E+00 9.1500E+00 9.0020E+00 8.G944E+00 8.3866E+00
510 3 28000100 .28883E-0G ISIGAl BORON)
511 3 78000100 .13341E-04 (SIGA2 BORON)
512 4 2 4 0 0 0 1 0.0 -.14101E-03 .19954E-03 (SIGA1 H20)
513 3 7400 0 1 0.0 -.42882E-02 .G0G84E-02 CSIGA2 H20)
514 3 1 4 0001 0.0 -.11G4GE+00 .1G481E+00 (SIGTR1 H20)
515 3 64 00 0 1 0.0 -.G4892E+00 .31832E+00 (SIGTR2 H20)
516 3 3400153 (SIG12 H20)
516 3 .60000E+00 .65000E+00 .70000E+00 .75000E+00 .80000E+00 
51G 3-.28G14E-02 -.15221E-02 -.178G8E-03 .11G82E-02 .25178E-02
517 3 2.22 0000 0 0 .109710E+03 CSIGA1 XE)
518 3 7.22 0000 0 0 .153032E+07 (SIGA2 XE)
513 3 2.24 0 0 0 0 0 0 .858300E+02 (SIGA1 5M)
520 3 7.24 0 0 000 0 .44G960E+05 (SIGA2 5M)
60/12 5 1 4 1 1 0 0 1 15 3514 O1.5OOOE-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.0000E+004.0000E+00
5 14 G.OOb0E+OO: 8.0000E+00 l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
5 1 4 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 1 4 2.3190E-01 2.3191E-01 2.3175E-01 2.3171E-01 2.3159E-01
5 14 2.3137E-01 2.3111E-01 2.3095E-01 2.30G7E-01 2.303GE-01
5 14 2.3015E-01 2.3011E-01 2.3042E-01 2.3116E-01 2.3215E-01
5 2 4 2 1 0 0 1 15 3524 0 1.5000E-01 1.0Q00E+00 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
52 4 G.0000E+00 8.0000E+00 l.OOOOE+Ol 1.200QE+01 1.4000E+01
5 2 4 l.BOOOE+Ol 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 2 4 8.8270E-03 8.8301E-03 8.8735E-03 8.9493E-03 9.1280E-03
5 24 9.3330E-03 9.5180E-03 9.G802E-03 9.8300E-03 9.9G73E-03
5 24 1.0092E-02 1.0210E-02 1.0318E-02 1.051GE-02 1.0G34E-02
534 3 1 0 0 1 15 3534 0 1.5000E-01 1.0000E+00 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
5 3 4 G.0000E+00 8.0000E+00 l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 3 4 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
534 1.G429E-02 1.G440E-02 1.G43GE-02 1.G409E-02 1.G305E-02 
534 1.G179E-02 1.G0GGE-02 1.598GE-02 1.5918E-02 1.5880E-02 
5 3 4 1.5853E-02 1.5832E-02 1.5815E-02 1.5734E-02 1.5780E-02 
544 41001 15 35 4 4 0 1.5000E-01 1.0000E+00 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
5 4 4 6.0000E+00 8.0000E+00 l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 4 4 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 4 4 5.9119E-03 5.9074E-03 5.8G90E-03 5.8173E-03 5.7097E-03
5 4 4 5.5953E-03 5.4842E-03 5.37G9E-03 5.273GE-03 5.1749E-03
5 4 4 5.0797E-03 4.9884E-03 4.9007E-03 4.7353E-03 4.5834E-03
554 5 1 0 0 1 15 3554 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
554 G.0000E+00 8.0000E+00 l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 5 4 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
554 4.7161E-01 4.7095E-01 4.G739E-01 4.G288E-01 4.5332E-01
5 5 4 4.4475E-01 4.3532E-01 4.2732E-01 4.1915E-01 4.1149E-01
5 5 4 4.0413E-01 3.9705E-01 3.3023E-01 3.7755E-01 3.GG02E-01
564 81001 15 35 6 4 0 1.5000E-01 1.0000E+00 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
564 G.OOOOE+OO 8.0000E+00 l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 6 4 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 G 4 8.3732E-01 8.381GE-01 8.4131E-01 8.4423E-01 8.4892E-01
5 G 4 8.5219E-01 8.5481E-01 8.5G73E-01 8.5834E-01 8.5944E-01
5 G 4 8.6031E-01 8.G104E-01 8.G149E-01 8.G214Et01 8.G2G0E-01
5 7 4 7 1 0 0 1 15 3574 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
574 G.OOOOE+OO 8.0000E+00 l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
574 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 7 4 7.1118E-02 7.1254E-02 7.30G0E-02 7.4850E-02 7.7G20E-02
5 7 4 7.94G0E-02 8.0830E-02 8.1GG3E-02 8.2228E-02 8.2501E-02
574 8.2G35E-02 8.2G33E-02 8.2539E-02 8.2119E-02 8.1534E-02 
5 8 4 8 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 8 4 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
5 8 4 6.OOOOE+OO 8.0000E+00 l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01























9.2934E+00 2 8 0
.1492E—01 1.1734E-01 1.1966E-01 1.2273E-01 
.2505E-01 1.2493E-01 1.2438E-01 1.2333E-01 .2067E-01 1.1908E-01 1.1572E-01 1.1216E-01 
1 15 3.5000E-01 1.0000E+00 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00 
.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4Q00E+01 
.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
.2590E+00 9.3959E+00 9*51628+00 9.6673E+00 
.6984E+00 9.6306E+00 9.5409E+00 9.4217E+00 







0.0 -.42523E-02 .60177E-02 
.11S49E+00 .16343E+00 




2.22 0000 00 .109490E+03
7.22 000 0 00 .152236E+07
2.24 0 0 0 0 00.857700E+02














60/16 5 15 1 1 0 0 1 15 3515 0 1.5000E-01
5 l 5 6.OOOOE+OO 8.0000E+00 
515 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01
51 5 2.3190E-01 2.3191E-01
5 1 5 2.3137E-01 2.3111E-01 
5 1 5 2.3015E-01 2.301IE-01 
5 2 5 2 1 0 0 1 15 35 2 5 0 1.5000E-01
5 2 5 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO
52 5 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01
5 2 5 8.8270E-03 8.8301E-03 
5 2 5 9.3330E-03 9.5180E-03 
5 2 5 1.0092E-02 1.0210E-02 
5 3 5 3 1 0 0 1 15 35 3 5 0 1.5000E-01
53 5 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 
53 5 l.GOOOE+01 1.8000E+01
53 5 1.6429E-02 1.6440E-02
535 1.6179E-02 1.6066E-02 
5 3 5 1.5853E-02 1.5832E-02 
5 4 5 4 1 0 0 1 15 3545 0 1.5000E-01
545 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO
54 5 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01
5 4 5 5.9119E-03 5.9074E-03 545 5.S953E-03 5.4842E-03 
5 4 5 5.0797E-03 4.9884E-03 
5 5 5 5 1 0 0 1 15 3
55 5 0 1.5000E-01
55 5 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 
5 5 51.6000E+011.8000E+01 555 4.7161E-01 4.7095E-0155 5 4.4475E-01 4.35926-01
5 5 5 4.0413E-01 3.9705E-01 
565 610 01 15 3
5 6 5 0 1.5000E-01
5 g 5 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 
5 6 5 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
5 65 8.3732E-01 8.3816E-01
56 5 8.5219E-01 8.5481E-01
5 6 5 8.6031E-01 8.6104E-01 
5 7 5 7100 1 15 3
5 7 5 0 1.5000E-01
5 7 5 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 
575 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
5 7 5 7.1U8E-02 7.1254E-02 
5 75 7.9460E-02 8.0830E-02 
5 75 8.2635E-02 8.2633E-02 
5 8 5 8 1 0 0 1 15 3585 0 1.5000E-01
585 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 
5 8 5 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
5 8 5 1.1482E-01 1.1492E-01 
5 8 5 1.2430E-01 1.2505E-01 
5 8 5 1.2211E-01 1.2067E-01
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
2.3175E-01 2.3171E-01 2.3159E-01 
2.3095E-01 2.3067E-01 2.3036E-01 
2.3042E-01 2.3116E-01 2.3215E-01
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
8.8735E-03 8.9493E-03 9.1280E-03 
9.6802E-03 9.8300E-03 9.9673E-03 
1.0318E-02 1.0516E-02 1.0694E-02
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
1.6436E-02 1.6409E-02 1.6305E-02 
1.5986E-02 1.5918E-02 1.5880E-02 
1.5815E-02 1.5794E-02 1.5780E-02
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
5.8690E-03 5.8173E-03 5.7097E-03 
5.3769E-03 5.2736E-03 5.1749E-03 
4.9007E-03 4.7353E-03 4.5834E-03
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
4.6739E-01 4.6288E-01 4.5392E-01 
4.2732E-01 4.1915E-01 4.1149E-01 
3.9023E-01 3.7755E-01 3.6602E-01
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
8.4131E-01 8.4423E-01 8.4892E-01 
8.5679E-01 8.5834E-01 8.5944E-01 
8.6149E-01 8.6214E-01 8.6260E-01
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
7.3060E-02 7.4850E-02 7.7620E-02 
8.1663E-G2 8.2228E-02 8.2501E-02 
8.2539E-02 8.2119E-02 8.1534E-02
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.OOOOE+Ol 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
1.1734E-01 1.1966E-01 1.2273E-01 
1.2493E-01 1.2438E-01 1.2333E-01 
1.1908E-01 1.1572E-01 1.1216E-01
5 9 5 9 1 0 0 1 15 3
595 0 1..5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.0000E+00
595 B.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
59 5 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
59 5 9.24BBE+00 9.2590E+00 9.3959E+00 9.5162E+00 9.6673E+00
5 95 9.7068E+00 9.6984E+00 9.6306E+00 9.5409E+00 9.42175+00
5 9 5 9.2934E+00 9.1500E+00 9.0020E+00 8.6944E+00 8.38B6E+00
510 5 2 8 0 0 0 1 0 0 .28320E-0S (SIGAl BORON)
511 5 78000 100 .12988E-04 (SIGA2 BORON)
512 5 24 0 0 0 1 0.0 13825E-03 .195B5E-03 (SIGAl H20>
513 5 7400 01 0.0 -.42045E-02 .59500E-02 (SIGA2H20)
514 5 14 0 00 1 0.0 -.11419E+00 .16159E+00 (SIGTR1 H20)
515 5 6 4 0 0 01 0.0 -.63626E+00 .90041E+00 (SIGTR2 H20)
516 5 3400153 CSIG12 H20)
516 5 .60000E+00 .65000E+00 .70000E+00 .75000E+00 .80000E+00 
516 5-.28040E-02 -.14916E-02 -.175i0E-03 .11448E-02 .24675E-02 
5175 2.22 0 0 0 0 0 0 .109250E+03 (SIGAl XE)
518 5 7.22 0 0 0 0 0 0 .151196E+07 (SIGA2 XE)
519 5 2.24 0 0 000 0 .856700E+02 (SlGAl SM)
520 5 7.24 0 0 0 0 0 0 .442030E+05 CSIGA2 SM)
2.60/20 51 6 1 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 16 0 1.5000E-01
516 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 
5 16 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
51 6 2.3190E-01 2.3191E-01 
5 1 6 2.3137E-01 2.3111E-01 
51 6 2.3015E-01 2.3011E-01 
526 2 1 0 0 1 15 3
526 ’ 1.5000E-01
5 2 6 6.0000E+00 8.OOOOE+OO 
526 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
526 8.8270E-03 8.8301E-03 
526 9.3330E-03 9.5180E-03 
5 2 6 1.0092E-02 1.0210E-02 
536 3 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 3 6 0 1.5000E-01
5 3 6 6.0000E+00 8.OOOOE+OO 
536 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
536 1.642SE-02 1.6440E-02
53 6 1.6179E-02 1.6066E-02
536 1.5853E-02 1.5832E-02 
5 4'6 410 0 1 15 3
546 0 1.5000E-01
54 6 6.0000E+00 8.OOOOE+OO 
546 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
5 4 6 5.9119E-03 5.9074E-03
,546 5.5953E-03 5.4842E-03 
546 5.0797E-03 4.9884E-03 
5 5 6 5 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 5 6 0 1.5000E-01
5 5 6 6.0000E+00 8. OOOOE+OO 
5 56 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01
55 6 4.7161E-01 4.7095E-01
556 4.4475E-01 4.3592E-01 
5 5 6 4.0413E-01 3.9705E-01 
5 6 6 6 1 0 0 1 15 356 6 0 1.5000E-01
566 6.0000E+00 8.0000E+00
56 6 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01
566 8.3732E-01 8.3816E-01 
5 6 6 8.5219E-01 8.5481E-01 
5 6 6 8.6031E-01 8.6104E-01 
5 7 6 7 1 0 0 1 15 3
576 0 1.5000E-01
576 6.0000E+00 8.0000E+00 
5 7 6 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
5 7 6 7.1118E-02 7.1254E-02
57 6 7.9460E-02 8.0830E-02
576 8.2635E-02 8.2633E-02 
586 8100 1 15 3
5 86 0 1.5000E-01
58 6 6.0000E+00 8.0000E+00
5 8 6 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
586 1.1482E-01 1.1492E-01 
586 1.2430E-01 1.2505E-01 
586 1.2211E-01 1.2067E-01 
596 9 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 96 0 1.5000E-01
5 96 6.0000E+00 8.0000E+00 
596 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 
596 9.2466E+00 9.2590E+00
1.0000E+00 2.OOOOE+OO 4.0000E+00 
1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
2.3175E-01 2.3171E-01 2.3159E-01 
2.3095E-01 2.3067E-01 2.30366-01 
2.3042E-01 2.3116E-01 2.3215E-01
1.0000E+00 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.OOOOE+Ql 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
8.8735E-03 8.9493E-03 9.1280E-03 
9.6802E-03 3.8300E-03 3.9673E-03 
1.0318E-02 1.0516E-02 1,0694E-02
l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
1.6436E-02 1.6409E-02 1.6305E-02 
1.5986E-02 1.5918E-02 1.5880E-02 
1.5815E-02 1.5794E-02 1.5780E-02
l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
5.8690E-03 5.8173E-03 5.7097E-03 
5.3769E-03 5.2736E-03 5.1743E-03 
4.9007E-03 4.7353E-03 4.5S34E-03
l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
4.6739E-01 4.6288E-01 4.5392E-01 
4.2732E-01 4.1915E-01 4.1149E-01 
3.9023E-01 3.7755E-01 3.6602E-01
l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.0000E+01 1.20006+01 1.4000E+01 
2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
8.4131E-01 8.4423E-01 8.4892E-01 
8.5679E-01 8.5834E-01 8.59446-01 
8.6149E-01 8.6214E-01 8.6260E-01
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
7.3060E-02 7.48506-02 7.7620E-02 
8.1663E-02 8.2228E-02 8.2501E-02 
8.2539E-02 8;21196-08 8.1534E-02
1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
1.OOOOE+O1 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
2.OOOOE+O1 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
1.1734E-01 1.1966E-01 1.2273E-01 
1.2493E-01 1.2438E-01 1.2333E-01 
1.1908E-01 1.1572E-01 1.1216E-01
l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 



























6 6 6 
6 
6 
6 6 6 




17 1 7 1 7 1 7 17
9.70G8E+00 9.6984E+00 9.630GE+00 9.5409E+00 9.4217E+00 





7800 0 1 0 0 .12785E-04
240 0 01 0.0 13668E-03
74 000 1 0.0 -.41567E-02
1 4 0 0 0 1 0.0 -. 11289E+00 ----- -
64 0 0 0 1 0.0 -.62903E+00 .89017E+00 
3 4 0 0 1 5 3.60000E+00 .65000E+00 .7OO0OE+OO
-.27713E-02 -.14742E-02 -.17306E-03
2.22 0 0 0 00 0 .109020E+03
7.22 0 0 0000 .150156E+07
2.24 0000 00 .855700E+02
7.24 0 0 0 00 0 .439320E+05 
110 0 1 15 30 1.5000E-01 1.0000E+00 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00 
6.0000E+00 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0OOOE+O1 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
2.3241E-01 2.3237E-01 2.3220E-01 2.3203E-01 2.3204E-01 
2.3176E-01 2.3155E-01 2.3139E-01 2.3122E-01 2.3090E-01 














5 2 7 2 1 0 0 1 15 352 7 0 1.5000E-01 1.0000E+00 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00 
5 2 7 G.OOOOE+OO 8.0000E+00 l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
52 7 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 Z.8000E+01 
52 7 9.1307E-03 9.1383E-03 9.1754E-03 9.2386E-03 9.3861E-03 
527 9.5675E-03 9.7338E-03 9.8839E-03 1.0023E-02 1.0148E-02 
52 7 1.0266E-02 1.0377E-02 1.0474E-02 1.0660E-02 1.0828E-02 
5 3 7 3 1 0 0 1 15 3537 0 1.5000E-01 1.0000E+00 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00 
537 6.0000E+00 8.0000E+00 l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
5 3 7 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
5 3 7 1.5962E-02 1.5988E-02 1.5997E-02 1.5976E-02 1.5904E-02 
537 1.5798E-02 1.5710E-02 1.5632E-02 1.5574E-02 1.5544E-02 
537 1.5524E-02 1.5507E-02 1.5497E-02 1.5479E-02 1.5478E-02 
547 41001 15 3547 0 1.5000E-01 1.0000E+00 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00 
5 4 7 G.OOOOE+OO 8.0000E+00 l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
5 4 7 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
5 4 7 G.5500E-03 6.5471E-03 6.5035E-03 6.445GE-03 6.3266E-03 
547 G.1983E-03 6.0742E-03 5.9524E-03 5.8350E-03 5.7218E-03 
5 4 7 5.6122E-03 5.5066E-03 5.4026E-03 5.2050E-03 5.0192E-03 
557 5 1 0 0 1 15 3557 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00 
557 6.0000E+00 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 '
55 7 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
557 5.2182E-01 5.2136E-01 5.1749E-01 5.1252E-01 5.0257E-01 
5 57 4.9229E-01 4.8239E-01 4.7262E-01 4.6332E-01 4.5452E-01 55 7 4.4600E-01 4.3768E-01 4.2959E-01 4.1431E-01 4.0000E-01 
5 6 7 6 1 0 0 1 15 3 _5 67 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
5 6 7 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
567 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
5 6 7 8.3870E-01 8.3955E-01 8.4240E-01 8.4519E-01 8.49G7E-01 
567 8.5287E-01 8.5550E-01 8.5750E-01 8.5904E-01 8.6014E-01 
5 6 7 8.6109E-C1 8.G199E-01 8.G242E-01 8.6316E-01 8.G352E-01 
577 71001 15 3577 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
577 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
577 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
577 7.97G3E-02 7.9745E-02 8.1315E-02 8.2935E-02 8.5488E-02 
577 8.7207E-02 8.8498E-02 8.92GGE-02 8.977GE-02 8.9995E-02 
5 77 9.0053E-02 8.9977E-02 8.9800E-02 8.3158E-02 8.8285E-02 
587 81001 15 358 7 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
58 7 G.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
5 8 7 1.G000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
587 1.3330E-011.3306E-01 1.3508E-01 1.3701E-01 1.39G8E-01 
587 1.4099E-01 1.4157E-01 1.4135E-01 1.40G2E-01 1.3942E-01
58 7 1.3810E-01 1.3645E-01 1.34GGE-01 1.30G5E-01 1.2643E-01 
597 910 0 1 15 35 9 7 0 1.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO 
597 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
59 7 1.6000E+G1 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
59 7 1.0708E+01 1.0704E+01 1.0806E+01 1.0905E+01 1.1028E+01 
597 1.1045E+01 1.1023E+01 1.0944E+01 1.0838E+01 1.0709E+01 
597 1.0563E+01 1.0401E+01 1.0230E+01 9.8741E+00 9.5059E+00
510 7 28000100 .29028E-0G (SIGA1 BORON)
511 7 7 £ 0 0 0100 .13630E-04 CSIGA2 BORON)
512 7 2400 0 1 0.0 -.14454E-03 .20455E-03 (SlGAl H20)
513 7 7 40 0 0 1 0.0 -.43958E-02 .62207E-02 (SIGA2 H20)5147 1 4 0 0 0 1 0.0 11938E+00 .16894E+00 CSIGTR1 H20)
515 7 6 4 0 0 0 1 0.0 -,67148E+00 .95024E+00 (SIGTR2 H20)5167 3400 1 53 (SIG12 H20)
5167 .60000E+00 .65000E+00 .70000E+00 .75000E+00 .80000E+00
516 7-.29304E-02 -.15591E-0S -.18303E-03 .11967E-02 .25795E-02
517 7 2.22 000 0 00 .107600E+03 (SlGAl XE)
5187 7.22 0 0 0 0 0 0 .150830E+07 (SIGA2 XE)519 7 2.24 000000 .845900E+02 (SIGA1 5M)
520 7 7.24 0 0 0000 .441220E+05 (SIGA2 SM)
3.10/9 5 1 8 1 1 0 0 1 15 3
51 8 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
5 1 8 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
51 8 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.800QE+01
5 1 8 2.324IE-01 2.3237E-012.3220E-01 2.3203E-01 2.3204E-01 
5 1 8 2.3176E-01 2.3155E-01 2.3139E-01 2.3122E-01 2.3090E-01
5 1 8 2.3058E-01 2.3020E-01 2.2399E-01 2.3003E-01 2.3064E-01
52.8'. 210 0 1 15 3
5 2 8 0 1.5000E-01 1.0000E+00 2.0000E+00 4.OOOOE+OO
5 2 8 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5.2 8 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
528 9.1307E-03 9.1383E-03 9.1754E-03 9.2386E-03 9.3861E-03
5 2 8 9.5675E-03 9.7338E-03 9.8839E-03 1.OO23E+02 1.0148E-02
5 2 8 1.0266E-02 1.0377E-02 1.0474E-02 1.0660E-02 1.0828E-02
538 31001 15 3
538 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OdOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 3 8 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 3 8 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 3 8 1.5962E-02 1.5988E-02 1.5997E-02 1.5976E-02 1.5904E-02
538 1.5798E-02 1.5710E-02 1.5632E-02 1.5574E-02 1.5544E-02
538 1.5524E-02 1.5507E-02 1.5497E-02 1.5479E-02 1.5478E-02
5 48 4 1001 15 3
548 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
548 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
548 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 4 8 6.5500E-03 6.5471E-03 6.5035E-03 6.4456E-03 6.3266E-03
5 4 8 6.1983E-03 6.0742E-03 5.9524E-03 5.8350E-03 5.7218E-03
5 4 8 5.6122E-03 5.5066E-03 5.4026E-03 5.2050E-03 5.0192E-03
5 5 8 5 1 0 0 1 15 .3
558 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
558 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
558 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 58 5.2182E-01 5.2136E-01 5.1749E-01 5.1252E-01 5.0257E-01
5 5 8 4.9229E-01 4.8239E-01 4.7262E-01 4.6332E-01 4.5452E-01
5 5 8 4.4600E-01 4.3768E-01 4.2959E-01 4.1431E-01 4.0000E-01
5 6 8 6 1 0 0 1 15 3
5 68 01.5000E-01 1.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
56 8 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
568 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
5 6 8 8.3870E-01 8.3955E-01 8.4240E-01 8.4519E-01 8.4967E-01 
568 8.5287E-018.5550E-01 8.5750E-01 8.5904E-01 8.6014E-01 
5 6 8 8.6109E—01 8.6199E-01 8.6242E-01 8.6316E-01 8.6352E-01 
578 7 1 0 0 1 IS 3578 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 78 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 7 8 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
578 7.9763E-02 7.9745E-02 8.1315E-02 8.2935E-02 8.5488E-02
578 8.7207E-02 8.8498E-02 8.9266E-02 8.9776E-02 8.9995E-02
57 8 9.0059E-02 8.9977E-02 8.9800E-02 8.9158E-02 8.8285E-02
5 8 8 8 1 0 0 1 15 3
588 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 8 8 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
588 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
5 8 8 1.3330E-01 1.3306E-01 1.3508E-01 1.3701E-01 1.3968E-01
5 88 1.4099E-01 1.4157E-01 1.4135E-01 1.4062E-01 1.3942E-01
588 1.3810E-01 1.3645E-01 1.3466E-01 1.3065E-01 1.2643E-01
5 9 8 3 1 DO 1 15 3
5 98 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 9 8 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+Ol 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
598 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
598 1.0708E+01 1.0704E+01 1.0806E+01 1.0905E+01 1.1028E+01
5 98 1.1045E+01 1.1023E+01 1.0944E+01 1.0838E+01 1.0709E+01
59 8 1.0563E+01 1.0401E+01 1.0230E+01 9.8741E+00 9.5059E+00
510 8 2800 0 1 0 0 .28317E-06 (SIGA1 BORON)
511 8 78000100 .13171E-04 (SIGA2 BORON)
512 8 2400 0 1 0.0 -.14101E-03 .19954E-03 (SIGA1 H20)
513 8 74 0 00 1 0.0 -.42882E-02 .60684E-02 (SIGA2 H20)
514 8 1 40 00 1 0.0 -.11646E+00 .16481E+00 (SIGTR1 H20)
515 8 6400010.0 -.65505E+00 .92699E+00 (SIGTR2 H20)
5168 3400153 (SIG12 H20)
516 8 .60000E+00 .65000E+00 .70000E+00 .75000E+00 .80000E+00
516 8-.28564E-02 -.1S197E-02 -.17842E-03 .11666E-02 .25147E-02
517 8 2.22 0 00 0 0 0 .107120E+03 (SIGAl XE)518 8 7.22 0 00 000 .148331E+07 (SIGA2 XE)
519 8 2.24 0 00000 .844000E+02 (SIGAl SM)
520 8 7.24 0 00 000 7434702E+05 (SIGA2 SM)
5 1 9 110 0 1 15 3519 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
51 9 6.0000E+00 8.0000E+00 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
519 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
5 1 9 2.3241E-01 2.3237E-01 2.3220E-01 2.3203E-01 2.3204E-01 
S 1 9 2.3176E-01 2.3155E-01 2.3139E-01 2.3122E-01 2.3090E-01 
5 19 2.3058E-01 2.3020E-01 2.2999E-01 2.3003E-01 2.3064E-01 
5 2 9 2 1 0 0 1 15 3529 0 1.5000E-01 1.0000E+00 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
529 6.0000E+00 8.0000E+00 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
529 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
5 29 9.1307E-03 9.1383E-03 3.1754E-03 9.2386E-03 3.3S61E-03 
5 29 9.5675E-03 9.7338E-03 9.8839E-03 1.0023E-02 1.0148E-02
52 9 1.02G6E-02 1.0377E-02 1.0474E-02 1.0660E-02 1.0828E-02
5 3 9 31001 15 3539 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.0000E+00
5 3 3 6.OOOOE+OO 8.0000E+00 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
53 9 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
53 3 1.5962E-02 1.S988E-02 1.5997E-02 1.5976E-02 1.5904E-02
533 1.5798E-02 1.5710E-02 1.5632E-02 1.5574E-02 1.5544E-02 
5 3 9 1.5524E-02 1.5507E-02 1.5497E-02 1.5479E-02 1.5478E-02 
549 4 1 0 0 1 15 354 9 0 1.5000E-01 1.0000E+00 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
549 6.0000E+00 8.0000E+00 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
543 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
549 6.5500E-03 6.5471E-03 6.5035E-03 6.4456E-03 6.3266E-03
54 9 6.1983E-03 6.0742E-03 5.9524E-03 5.8350E-03 5.7218E-03
549 5.6122E-03 5.5066E-03 5.4026E-03 5.2050E-03 5.0192E-03 
5 5 9 5 1 001 15 3559 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
5 5 3 G.OOOOE+OO 8.0000E+00 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
5 5 9 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
55 9 5.2182E-01 5.2136E-01 5.1749E-01 5.1252E-01 5.0257E-01
55 9 4.9229E-01 4.8239E-01 4.7262E-01 4.6332E-01 4.5452E-01
5 5 9 4.4600E-01 4.3768E-01 4.2959E-01 4.1431E-01 4.0000E-01 
5 6 9 '■ 6 1 0 0 1 15 356 9 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
5 69 6.0000E+00 8.0000E+00 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
563 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
5 6 9 8.3870E-01 8.3955E-01 8.4240E-01 8.4519E-01 8.4967E-01 
5 6 9 8.5287E-01 8.5550E-01 8.5750E-01; 8.5904E-01 8.6014E-01 
5 69 8.6109E-01 8.6199E-01 8.6242E-01 8.6316E-01 8.6352E-01 
5 7 9 710 0 1 15 35 7 9 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.0000E+00 4.0000E+00
57 9 6.OOOOE+OO 8.0000E+00 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01 
57 9 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
579 7.9763E-02 7.9745E-02 8.1315E-02 8.2935E-02 8.5488E-02
57 9 8.7207E-02 8.8498E-02 8.9266E-02 8.9776E-02 8.9995E-02
5 73 9.0059E-02 8.9977E-02 8.9800E-02 8.9158E-02 8.8285E-02 
589 81001 15 35 89 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
5 89 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
58 9 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01
589 1.3330E-01 1.3306E-01 1.3508E-01 1.3701E-01 1.3968E-01 
5 89 1.4099E-01 1.4157E-01 1.4135E-01 1.4062E-01 1.3942E-01 
589 1.3810E-01 1.3645E-01 1.3466E-01 1.3065E-01 1.2643E-01 
599 91001 15 3
599 0 1.5000E-01 l.OOOOE+OO 2.OOOOE+OO 4.OOOOE+OO
59 9 6.OOOOE+OO 8.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+01 1.2000E+01 1.4000E+01
5 9 9 1.6000E+01 1.8000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4000E+01 2.8000E+01 
599 1.0708E+01 1.0704E+01 1.0806E+01 1.0905E+01 1.1028E+01 
5 9 9 1.1O45E+01 1.1023E+01 1.0944E+01 1.0838E+01 1.0709E+01 
599 1.0563E+01 1.0401E+01 1.0230E+01 9.8741E+00 9.5059E+00 
5103 28000 1 0 0 .28238E-06 (SIGA1 BOROM)
511 9 7800 0 1 0 0 .13115E-04 (5IGA2 BORON)
512 9 2400 0 1 0.0 -.14061E-03 .19899E-03 (SIGA1 H20)
513 9 74 0 0 010.0 -.42762E-02 .60515E-02 (SIGA2 H20)
5149 1 4 0 0 0 1 0.0 -.11614E+00 .16435E+00 (SIGTR1 H20)
515 9 640 001 0.0 -.65322E+00 .92440E+00 CSIGTR2 H20)
516 9 3 4 0 0 1 5 3 (SIG12 H20)
516 3 .60000E+00 .65000E+00 .70000E+00 .75000E+00 .80000E+00
516 9-.28482E-02 -.15154E-02 17791E-03 .11533E-02 .25075E-02
517 3 2v22 0 0 0 0 6 0 .107070E+03 (SIGA1 XE)
518 9 7.22 0 00 0 00 .148054E+07
519 9 2.24 0 0 0 0 00 .843800E+02
520 9 7.24 0 000 0 0 .433978E+05
7 1 0.0 R6 0.440
7 2 0.0 RB 0.390
7 3 0.0 RB 0.500
7 4 0.0 RB 0.520
7 5 0.0 R5 0.525
7 6 0.0 R5 0.450
12 -.0001 S3 -.0085
13 .60116 -.58534 -.43862
14 1 1.00.0
19 1 5 0 5 R2 1 R2 2 1 R2 1 1 R2 1 R22
20 0 0 R2 S4 0 1 0 1 S3 1 S7 0
21 1 1 4 0 1 0 1 S2 0 1 S2 0 1 1 S4
32 1 32101000 32101012 32101000 32601020
32 1 32101000 33101010
32 2 32101012 32101000 32601020 32101000
32 2 32601012 33101000
32 3 32101000 32601020 32101000 32601020
32 3 32101000 33101010
32 4 32601020 32101000 32601020 32101000
32 4 32601009 33101000
32 5 32101000 32601016 32101000 32601016
32 5 33101000
32 6 32601020 32101000 32601016 32101000
32 6 33101009
32 7 32101000 32601012 32101000 32601009
32 8 33101010 33101000 33101010 33101000
99
D SEQUOYAH-1 CYCLE 1 BENCHMARKING - MCMDT OPTION, 
1 0.15 1.00 0.85
20 0 0 R2 S4 0 1 0 0 S3 1 S7 0
21 1140101 S2 0 1 S2 0 1 1 S4
99D SEQUOYAH-1 CYCLE 1 BENCHMARKING - MCMDT OPTION, 
1 1.00 4.00 1.00
20 0 0 R2 S4 0 1 0 0 S3 1 S7 0
21 114 01 0 1 52 0 1 S2 0 1 1 S499
D SEQUOYAH-1 CYCLE 1 BENCHMARKING - MCMDT OPTION, 
1 4.00 12.0 2.00
20 0 0 R2 S4 0 1 0 0 S3 1 S7 0
21 1140 1 0 1 S2 0 1 S2 0 11 S4gg
D SEQUOYAH-1 CYCLE 1 BENCHMARKING - MCMDT OPTION, 
1 12.0 18.0 2.00
20 0 0 R2 S4 0 1 0 0 S3 1 S7 0


















■ Appendix C: SIMULATE-E CYBER Adaptation DPDATEP Deck
This section shows the changes made to the SIMULATE-E code toadapt 
it to the CYBER 205 version of FORTRAN. All coding modifications are 
included here. This encompasses the changes made to the moderator 
density calculation by Y. J. Kim, which are shown in the section 
labelled IDENT PWRRHO. Details on the theoretical basis for this 
correlation are provided elsewhere^.
15411.BBL.TU100000.TC200.MF120000.PR.LL.T100.* UPDATEP MODIFICATION MODULE




*D SIMULAT.2,.12 C' THIS IS THE CYBER-205 UERSION OF SIMULATE-E 
C MODIFIED BY YOUNG JIN KIM. AUGUST.1984.
C PURDUE UNIUERSITYPROGRAM SIMULATCOLDTAP, NEWTAP. TIPDAT. INPUT. OUTPUT. PUN.
1 OLDDAT. OLDCAL. SCRTCH, REPORT.2 TAPEl=OLDTAP. TAPE2=NEWTAP. TAPE3=TIPDAT. TAPE4. TAPES*INPUT,
3 TAPEG=OUTPUT» TAPE7=PUN. TAPE8. TAPE9=0LDDAT. TAPE10=OLDCAL.
4 TAPE11. TAPE12. TAPE13. TAPE14=REP0RT, TAPE15. TAPE18.
5 TAPE17=SCRTCH, TAPE18, TAPE19. TAPE20, TAPE21. TAPE22.
B TAPE23, TAPE25. TAPE2G, TAPE81. DEBUG=OUTPUT)
*D SIMULAT.IBS..174LENTHIMLOCFCLENTHI )-LOCF( IBLOK1 (1) ) )/S4 




LENTH9= C LOCF (LENTH9)-LOCF (IBL0K9 (1)))/-B4 
LNTH10=(LOCFCLNTH10)-LOCFCABLK10C1)))/B4 
LNTH 11=(LOCF C LNTH 11) -LOCF (ABLK 11(1))) /’S4 
*D SIMULAT.221 1000 FORMAT(2013.2A4)







*D SIMULAT.154COMMON /ARRAY/ A(25000)
*D SIMULAT.278 
IBIAS=0 
*D SIMULAT.2901035 F0RMATC25X.1H/.7I3.2I3.11I3.5X.22HCDIMENSI0N CARD IMAGE) .✓) 
*D SIMULAT.29B3 4HIBLK, 7X, 3HICL. BX. 4HIECL%v/* 20X, 7H0.2(4X. IB).
*D SIMULAT.298 _ %6 4X, 6HLMKNFT, 5X» 5HLIMKE, 7X» 3HLWA. //* 20X. 8110.4X. IB//)
*1 PARTB.487
ITAP4=ITAPD ■IF(MODEBCl).EQ.O) ITAP4=2B 
NMACli=NMACRO ^
IF(MODEBd).EQ.O) NMAC1=1 




*D EDT1.132 v 
NAMEDT=12 
*D EDT1.1399101 FORMAT(/5H EDIT.I3.10H “SKIPPED*,12A8)
*D EDT1.1481ATA./10X.8HTITLE = .12A8)
*D EDT1.156CALL NHWORDCIWRITE.8H,E12.4 .8)
*D EDT1.1S3CALL NHWORDCIUAR3.10HC/5X.1717). 10)
>D EDT1.181804 CALL NHWORDCIWRITE.8H,F7.4 .8)
*D EDT1.183805 CALL NHWORDCIWRITE,8H,F7.3 .8)
;*D EDT1.185808 CALL NHWORDCIWRITE,8H.F7.2 ,8)
*D EDT1.18?
810 CALL NHWORDCIWRITE. 8H> F7.1 ,8)*D EDT1.189
811 CALL NHWORDCIWRITE.8H,F7.0 ,8)*D EDT1.201
CALL NHWORDCISPACE* 8HC1H+) ,8)*D EDT1.212
' 100 CALL NHWORD(ISPACE.8H C1H+) ,8)*D EDT1.214
401 CALL NHWORDCISPACE.8HCII) ,8)*D EDT1.216
102 CALL NHWORDCISPACE.8H(/) ,8)
*D EDT1.218
103 CALL NHWORDCISPACE.8HC//) ,8)
•DEBT1.241 .







CALL NHWORD C LABEL.8HEXP0SURE»8)*D AUDIT.2S6
CALL NHWORDCLABEL,8HC0NTR0L ,8)*D AUDIT.260
CALL NHWORD C LABEL.8HP0WER »8)*D AUDIT.264
’CALL NHWORDCLABEL.8HH20 DENS.8)*D AUDIT.414
100 FORMATC/IX.A8» 64H IS BEING UARIED IN THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE OF*0 AUDIT.422 ;
105 FORMAT USH N ,A8.2X,5HK-INF.6X.3HTAU.8X.3HMSQ,8X,6HI0DINE.5X.*D AUDIT.424




1 /»12H NODE CORE .20X.13H- B A T C H -./9X.15I7/)*D EDITB1.264 
1ATION
*D EDITB1.275
1 /.12H NODE CORE .20X.13H- BAT C H -./9X.15I7/)
*1 PUNDEK.15




CALL PUNCRDCDATC1, l,N),LIST»NDAT,EFOR,NE,L,10HX SECTIONS.5)*D PUNDEK.34, .36
LWA1=LWA/'1000 
ICL1=ICL>1000 ■ . . IECL1=IECL/1000 '*D PUNDEK.45
10 FORMATC2513) :
*D RDU1.81,.82
120 READ CITAPA»END=144) RECORD 
GO TO 120 
*D RDU1.95,.96
142 RE AD CI TAP A»END= 143) RECORD GO TO 142 ■
*D RDU1.155..158
185 READCITAPIT,190,END*365) IRN,IDQ,BCD(1),BCD(2),L,K,I. (LFACJ).J*
* 1,64)
GO TO 367" -
*D SIG218.107,.108 
*D SIG218.115,.116 
*D SIG218.552. .554 
*D SIGDAT.Ill,.112 .

















*D TAPIN'. 142* .143410 READ( ITAP,END=500) DUMMY 
GO TO 410 
*D TAPIN.153120 FORMAT(19H THAT RUN BEGAN AT ,A8.* ON *,A8./
*D TAPOUT.97 *.98READ(ITAPT.END=200) DUMMY
*D TAPOUT.134 - . ■ _120 FORMAT(19H THAT RUN BEGAN AT ,A8 ,4H ON .A8/
*D TIPDAT.35,.3SREADCIUNIT,IFORM.END=30) NAB.(XCI).I=1»K1)
*D CLSI2E.3DIMENSION UHEREC3)
*D CLSIZE.8GALL Q5SNDMDF( *LEN=*120.* MSG** .WHERE)






*D INPUT1.B9575 FORMAT(1H1.9X.2iHSIMULATE REPORT FILE ,5X,A8 *A8^
♦PURDECK JOBNAM 
*D PARTA.23CALL Q5SNDMDF('LEN*,.1Bf’MSG='.’** IN PARTA **’)
*D PARTA 262 > 263 >IF(MODE.NE.O) WRITECITAPOT,1015) JTITLEfJHTIMEtBDATEfOLDEXP 
■ .OLDPTH
PPPTlS PGCv
1 lOXf Alt 19A4* A3.2X# A8.2Xt A8»V10X»
*D PARTA.268*v271JHT IME*IHTIME 
BDATE=ADATE 
p ART A 277 » Y 27’8WRITECITAPOT,1014) JTITLE.JHTIMEfBDATEf OLDEXP.OLDPTH
*T1 POPT£ OQf|
110X, A1.19A4. A3,2X,A8.2X,A8./10X,
*D PARTB. is- :CALL QSSNDMDFC’LEN*sis,’MSG=%’** IN PARTS **’)
*D PARTB.323,.325CALL NHUORD (NAM (1), 8HB0R0N , 8)
CALL NHWORD(NAM(13),4H PPM,4)
CALL SEARCH(SRC 1)»POI, NAM,NAM(13),XKEFF»XLMBDA,ISRCH)
*T1 PfiPTB
133 CALL NHWORD(NAM,8HREL FLOW,8)
*D PARTB•328
132 CALL NHWORD(NAM,8HREL P0WR.8)
*D PARTB*532340 CALL NHWORD(NAM.8HSEQUENCE,8)
*0 PARTS.534350 CALL NHWORDCNAM.8HPATTERN ,8)
*D PARTB.53S,.537CALL NHW0RD(NAM(13).8HP0SITI0N»8)
CALL 5EARCHCSRC4),ANOTWT,NAM,NAM(13),XKEFF,XLMBDA,ISRCH)












• SUBROUTINE EXITCIPROG)■ G
C ABNORMAL TERMINATIONc ;
URITEC6*100) IPROG








DIMENSION LABELC3)*D NEXTPT.24 
*D NEXTPT.16
10 FORMATC/23X» 4HTHE ,3A8t22H FILE HAS BEEN PLACED »
*D NEXTPT.37
20 FORMAT(/23X* 4HTHE ,3A8.22H FILE HAS BEEN PLACED #*D NEXTPT.47
30 FORMAT(/23X,4HTHE »3A8»22H FILE HAS BEEN PLACED .
*D SOURCE.112
CALL Q5SNDMDF ('* LEN=’* 24» ’ MSG=f * ■ ** ENTER DEBUG MODE **')
*D S0URC2.152
CALL Q5SNDMDFC * LEN=’* 24t * MSG=* t *>* ENTER DEBUG MODE **f)*D NIPS.16
8 IF(XX.EQ.INED Cl)) GO TO 82 
*D NIPS.25
IFCXX.EQ.INED(IPT)) GO TO 200 *D NHUQRD.5
NN=AN/8.0+.99 *D HEADER.5».15









NAM(M)=NN(J J)■*D SEARCH•37 :
200 FORMAT(/10X,27HCRITICALITV SEARCH CHANGED .A8.BH FROM .Cl2.5.*D SEARCH.40




























IF(KMAX.EQ.l) GO TO 55 
*1 FLOW.104





*D CHANDP. 4292 .20HING DEBUGGING OUTPUT //)
*D CHANDP.443355 FORMAT(1HO.25X.42HPRESSURE DROP COMPONENTS (PSI) - UNHEATED .
*D EDT1.1203005 FORMAT (4H C.I2.1H))
*D GETLIB.35300 FORMAT(/IOX»4GH**WARNING** THE PRIMARY CROSS SECTION LIBRARY,
*D INPUT!.70I 1X.A1.19A4,A3.12H EXPOSURE = .F6.3)
*D MAGIC.1562/20X.9HIHAUE = .13,3X.9HIWANT = .I3.3X.9HIDHAD = .
*D MAGIC.158 ^4 /20X.9HKDHAD = .13.3X,9HKDWANT = ,I3.3X.9HIF0UR * .I3.3X.
*D PARTB B72IEd’aT ,F10.4,7H HOURS..>10X.32HT0TAL TIME SINCE INITIALIZATION ,
*D PARTE 149100 FORMAT (710X.55HTRACES ER(L.K) ARE SCALED TO REACTOR RELATIUE POME
*D RDU1.271 ^ ...300 FORMAT(3H ,12.13.14,l5X.1H*.G4A1.1H*»15X.1H(.A2,A4.A2»A2»1H))
*D RDU1.292500 FORMAT (29H0 ** ** ** FORMAT OF UALUE.12.12H ON CARD(S),313.
*D RDU1.33GG30 FORMAT(12H0 CARD NFT,1GX,45HPHYSICS CONSTANTS BY FUEL TYPE, B(L, 
*D RDU1.378770 FORMAT (12H0 CARD I ,1SX.66HH0RIZ0NTAL ALBEDO FOR PERIPHERAL 
*D RDU1.447940 FORMAT (12H0 CARD I J ,1GX,8HEXP0SURE.9X,19HE(I.J.K) K=1,KMAX 
*D RDU1.74919G1 FORMAT(12H0 CARD GRP.1GX.80HCONTROL ROD WITHDRAWAL SEQUENCE BY G 
*D RDU1.1034,.10352220 FORMAT(/10X,14HCASE SKIPPED. .I3.23H CARD SETS OUT OF ORDER.
1 5H AND ,I3.20H UALUES UNACCEPTABLE.4H AND .13,19H CARDS ARE TOO 
*D RDU1.105022G0 FORMAT! 1H0, SIX. 19HFUEL IDENTIFICATION. 3H0 I , IX, 24C3X, 12))
*D READX.226 FORMATI/lOX,13HREADING FILE ,13.12H USING TYPE .13.SH I/O..
*D SHIFT.341 26H IS GREATER THAN KDWANT = .14)
*D SYHTRE.9S2 .42HSYNTHETIC TRACES. (l=ROTATION, 2= MIRROR))
*D SYMTRC.972 .42HSYNTHETIC TRACES. (l*ROTATION. 2= MIRROR))
*D TAPOUT.12740 FORMAT(//44H SIMULATE HAS WRITTEN A RESTART FILE ON UNIT .14,/.
*D WRITEX.22G F0RMAT(/10X,13HREADING FILE . 13.12H USING TYPE .I3.5H I/O.. 
•IDENT F200CPU 
*D BL0K1.75 IHAUE,NPFW,ADATE,IHTIME.ISTART,NSWID.ICALL,MASK.
*D BL0K1.14 'S IUREAD(50).BDATE,JHTIME.OLDEXP.JTILTLEC21),





*D SIMULAT.283WRITEdTAPOT. 1010) ADATE. IHTIME 





*D CASE.45WRITEdTAPOT, 1040) IHTIME, CPTIME 
*D CASE ’47
1040 FORMAT<1H0,/» 52X,’THE CORRECT TIME IS '.A8,*B CASE.58
WRITECITAPOT,1040) IHTIME.CPTIME *D CASE.85
WRITECITAPOT,1040) IHTIME.CPTIME *D TIMER.43 
. CPUTM=SECOMD()*D INPUTI.68
WRITE!ITAPN.57S) IHTIME.ABATE,ITITLE.XPO *B PAGES.IS
WRITE!ITAPOT,1010) (ITITLE(I), 1=3,20),XPO,IHTIME.ABATE *B PAGES.18
1 ’. CASE BEGAN ’.AS,’ ON ’,A8)*B TAPIN'. 37
4 (LPXTRTI),1=10,25).LPI.NSWIB,ABATE,IHTIME.MROBS.*B TAPIN.151
WRITE(ITAPOT,l20) IHTIME,ABATE,XPO,EBAR,IRFILE *B TAP0UT.2S
4 (LPXTR(I),1=10,25),LPI.NSWIB,ABATE,IHTIME,MROBS.*B TAPOUT.133
WRITE(ITAPOT,120) IHTIME.ABATE, XPO,EBAR,IRFILE *fl IB0C.3,.4
BATA COBE,UERSN,CCTIME,BATE!
1 /'8HSIMULATE. SHE/TIOBIPU, 8H0G:00:00, 8HAUGUST84/*B SIMULAT.160
WRITEC81,1001) COBE,UERSN,CCTIME.BATE1 *B PAGES.10
WRITECITAPOT,1000) COBE.UERSN,CCTIME,BATE1.JOBNAM,IPAGE *B PAGES.12









SUBROUTINE GUTS CH,RHOJI.RIJ.RIJXIJ.S.SRC.CT,NBT. IU, JU,KU,NDIM3U.I GUTS
1Z2.JZ2) GUTS
C0MM0N>'BL0K1/IBL0K1C1)»ID,JD,KD, 1X1,JX1.KX1.1X2,JX2.KX2, ISETl, BL0K1
1 ISET2.ND.NMACRO.IB.JB.IRMX,ILMX.NDItlR.NDINL.LD» LD2.NDIM2D. BLOK1
2NDIM3D,NDIMLK,LWA.ICL.IECL.IBIAS.LENTHA.LAUSED(G). BLOK1
3ITAPIT, ITAPOT,ITAPA.ITAPB.ITAPC.ITAPD.ITAPF.ITAPG.ITAPH. ITAPI. BLOK1
4ITAPJ,ITAPK,ITAPL.ITAPM.ITAPN,ITAPP,ITAPQ,ITAPR,ITAPS.ITAPT. BLOK1
























COMMON/BLOKS/ABLOKS(1),B(100.13).Q(25).X(100),Y(30),A1(50).XF(2B). BLOKS1 JUNK(4).C(50).ACCEL(5).HYD(5.3),ROD(50),SR(20).RG(26). BLOKS
2 A2(50),LENTH5 BL0K5
DIMENSION H(NDIM3U). RHOJI(NDIM3U), RIJCNDIM3U). RIJXIJ(NDIM3U), S GUTS
KNDIM3U), SRC(NDIM3U), CTCNDIM3U), NBT(IZ2.JZ2) GUTS
COMMON/BUFFER/DUPP(25).SOURC(25),RUI(25).CTU(25).BKP(25).BKM(25) GUTS
1,TEMP(25),BHK(25) GUTS
DIMENSION JC(4)» IG(4) GUTS
DATA JG. IG/'O.0.1,-1. T.-1,0.0/' GUTS




C PLACE NDIM2D IN A LOCAL UARIABLE TO SIMPLIFY MACHINE LANGUAGE GUTS
NDIM2L=NDIM2D GUTS
DO 160 1=1, IMAX . GUTS
JL=JMN(I) GUTS
JR*JMX(I) GUTS
DO 150 JsJL.JR GUTS
^ ACCUMULATE FIN EIHTIRE K^LINE OF EQUAfION COEFFICIENTS 
FOR SUBSEQUENT:SIMULTANEOUS SOLUTION,
SUM HORIZONTAL LEAKAGE COMPONENTS AND ACCUMULATE IN X(K).
CODING IS INSTACK ON CDC 6600. REMEMBER THAT NBT(I.J) IS THE
symmetry control array and includes an Extra row of nodes around
THE OUTSIDE OF THE REAL CORE.
NBIJ=NBT(I+1,J+1)
DO 10 K=1,KMAX .





ARRAY NBT CONTAINS ZEROS IN AREAS WHERE PERIPHERAL ALBEDOS ARE 
USED.
IF (NBJJ.LE.O) GO TO 30 
LPIJ=NBIJ 
LPJJ=NBJJ '
DO 20 K*1»KMAX 
C THIS LOOP SHOULD BE INSTACK

































E GUTS S3C COMPLETE THE HORIZONTAL LEAKAGE COMPONENT. ALREADY PARTIALLY GUTS 54C ASSEMBLED IN X(K). GUTS 55C GUTS 56LPIJ=NBIJ GUTS 57DO 40 K-l.KMAX GUTS 58BHK(K)=X(K)*(1.-RHOJI(LPIJ))*HCLPIJ) GUTS 5940 LPIJ-LPIJ+NDIM2L GUTS 60IF (KMAX.EQ.1) GO TO 140 GUTS 61G GUTS 62G" COMPUTE THE RHOJI UALUE FOR THE UERTICAL DIRECTION BY BACKING GUTS 63G IT OUT OF THE HORIZONTAL UALUE STORED IN RHOJICL.J.K>. STORE IT GUTS 64C IN BUFFER ARRAY RUI(K) GUTS 65G--"' GUTS 66LPI J=NBIJ GUTS 67DO 50 K=1.KMAX GUTS 68RHI=RHOJI(LPIJ) GUTS 69PZ1=DXBDZ*(1.-RHI)/(1.+RHI) GUTS 70RUI (K)=( 1PZ1 )/■( 1 .+PZ1) GUTS 7150 LPIJ=LPIJ+NDIM2L GUTS 72C GUTS 73C COMPUTE THE RIJ UALUE FOR THE UERTICAL DIRECTION BY BACKING IT OUT GUTS 74G QF THE HORIZONTAL UALUE STORED IN RIJ(I.J.K). INCLUDE COMMON GUTS 75G FACTOR CT AND STORE IN BUFFER ARRAY CTU(K). GUTS 76
GUTS 77■V- LPIJ=NBIJ GUTS 78DO 60 K=l.KMAX GUTS 79RX=RIJ(LPIJ) GUTS 80CTU(K)=(0.5/RX-2.0)*CT(LPIJ) GUTS 81GO LPIJ=LPIJ+NDIM2L GUTS 82C GUTS 83C COMPLETE THE UERTICAL (K+l) LEAKAGE COMPONENT AND STORE IT IN GUTS 84C BUFFER ARRAY BKP(K). GUTS 85C GUTS 86LPIJ=NBI J GUTS 87KT=KMAX-1 GUTS 88BKP(KMAX)=0.0 GUTS 89DO 70 K=1,KT GUTS 90
BKP(K)*CTU(K+1)*H(LPIJ)*(1.-RUICK))v'(1.-RUI(K)*RUT(K+1)) GUTS 9170 LPIJ=LPIJ+NDIM2L GUTS 92C GUTS 93C COMPLETE THE UERTICAL (K-l) LEAKAGE COMPONENT AMD STORE IT IN GUTS 94
C BUFFER ARRAY BKM(K). GUTS 95
C GUTS'- - -56
LPIJ=NBIJ -----.-'GUTS". 97
BKM(1)*0.0 GUTS 98
DO 80 K=2» KMAX GUTS 99
LPIJ=LPIJ+NDIM2L GUTS 100
BKM(K)=CTU(K-1 )*H(LPI J)*( l.-RUI(K)) Al.-RUI(K)*RUI(K-l)) GUTS 101
80 CONTINUE GUTS 102
C GUTS 103
C CONPLETE THE UPPER DIAGONAL COEFFICIENT OF S(I.J.K) WITH GUTS 104
C FORWARD ELIMINATION. GUTS 105
C""--'-'- - GUTS 106
LPIJ=NBIJ : " V GUTS 107
C RIJXIJ INCLUDES THE FACTOR GA(I.J.K). GUTS 108DUPPC1 )=-BKP( 1 )//(RIJXI J(LPIJ)+1.) GUTS 109DO 90 K-2.KMAX GUTS 110LPIJ=LPIJ+NDIM2L GUTS 111TEMP(K)-1./(RIJXIJ(LPIJ)+1.+BKM(K)*DUPP(K-1)) GUTS 112DUPP(K)--BKP(K)*TEMP(K) GUTS 113
ACCUMULATE THE CHANGES ON THE SOURCE SIDE OF THE EQUATION GUTS 114GUTS 115WHICH RESULT FROM THE FORWARD ELIMINATION PROCESS. GUTS 116GUTS 117
LPIJ=NBIJ ■ GUTS 118
SOURC(l)=(BHK(l)+SRC(LPIJ)*RKEFF)/(RIJXIJ(LPIJ)+l.) GUTS 119DO 100 K=2* KMAX GUTS 120
LPIJ=LPIJ+NDIM2L GUTS 121
100 SOURC (K)=(BHK(K)+SRC(LPIJ)+RKEFF+BKM(K)*SOURC(K-1))*TEMP(K) GUTS 122
C: :;:■■■ GUTS '■ ■ -? 123
G CONPLETE S(I.J.K) BY BACK SUBSTITUTION. GUTS 124
C PICK UP CONUERGENCE PARANETERS AMAX,AMIN AND DIX. GUTS 125
C GUTS 126
DO 130 KK=2» KMAX GUTS 127
K*KMAX+1-KK GUTS 128
SOURC(K)=SOURC(K)-DUPP(K)*SOURC(K+l) GUTS 129
C HERE LPIJ IS EQUIUALENT TO (I.J.K+1) GUTS 130










KDEL*K+1 120 IF (K.NE.l) GO TO 130 K=0
GO TO 110 
130 CONTIHUE
GO TO 150 
140 COMTINUE
C ' ■'C SPECIAL CASE. KMAX=1. SOLUE DIRECTLY FOR S(I.J.K)











150 CONTINUE C J - LOOP ENDS HERE 
160 CONTINUE C I - LOOP ENDS HERE





















































3 JUNKA (30). MODEB(30),MODEC (20), MODED (30), MODEE (20), MODEF (20),
A NAM(25),ITITLE(21)»JMNC 34),JMX(34).NFUSE.NXBRUS.TOTCP(100).
S IUREAD(50).BDATE.JHTIME.OLDEXP.JTITLE(21).B TOTlO(lOO),IOPEN(100).JPROG(100).MRODS(15).IRFILE»MODEA(50).
C LENTH1C .NURLST.NPARTA.NSTATE.ITAPU,ITAPW.ITAPU,NMAGIC, ITAPX 
CHARACTER*8 ABATE.BDATE.IHTIME.JHTIME 
EQUIUALENCECILMX,JCMAX.ICMAX,JLMX).(NDIML.NDIM2C): C0MM0N/BL0K2/IBL0K2(1).IMAX.JMAX,KMAX.JMIN.ISYM,JSYM,









A ClYOZSEG. ■'GABUNAU,DELHO,ZBUN»WT,WC,ULK»RFRAC,EBAR,PKFL.FLK,FCH.PKMAX,LENTH3 C0MM0N/BL0K5/ABL0K5(1).B(100.20),Q(25),X(100).Y(30),A1(50),XF(2G).
1 JUNK(4),C(50).ACCEL(5),HYD(5,3),ROD(50),SR(20).RG(26).
2 A2(SO),NBPC15.15).BPFRAC(15.15).FRACTN(15,15.24),LENTH5 DIMENSION H(NDIM3U), RHOJI(NDIM3U). RIJ(NDIM3U). RIJXIJ(NDIM3U), S
1 (ND IM3U)» SRC (ND IM3U ). CT;( ND IM3U )» NBT(IZ2.JZ2)
COMMON/UECTOR/ NODIJ(400).NODJJ(400.4),NFLAG,INDX1 






























































T1HIS IS THE UECTORIZED UERSION OF THE SOURCE INNER CALCULATION UECTORIZE 
IN THE SUBROUTINE GUTS. THE 2D AND 3D CASES ARE TREATED UECTORIZE 
SEPERATELY TO ACCOMODATE THE ORIGINAL CALCULATIONAL SCHEME. UECTORIZEUECTORIZE
A TUO-PASS CALCULATION IS USED TO COMPENSATE FOR NECESSARY UECTORIZE 
DIFFERENCES IN CALCULATIONAL SCHEMES. THE ORIGINAL UERSION UECTORIZE OF GUTS USED A STRAIGHT-FORWARD GAUSS-SEIDEL SCHEME. HOWEUER. UECTORIZE 
KNOWLEDGE OF PREUIOUSLY CALCULATED NODES IS NEEDED TO USE THIS UECTORIZE 
METHOD, WHICH IS NOT POSSIBLE IN THE 2D CALCULATION. THE UECTORIZE 
SECOND PASS COMPENSATES FOR THE DIFFERENCES IN ERROR-REDUCTION UECTORIZE 
CAUSED BY THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE GAUSS-SEIDEL (ORIGINAL) UECTORIZE 
AND JACOBI (UECTORIZED) SCHEMES. UECTORIZEUECTORIZE
NODE IDENTIFICATION PROCESSING COMMENCES HERE. THIS SECTION UECTORIZE 
GATHERS A UECTOR OF NODE ID NUMBERS FROM NBT(I.J) AND STORES UECTORIZE 
THEM IN ARRAY NQDIJ. THESE IDENTIFIERS ARE USED TO DETERMINE UECTORIZE 
THE NODAL POSITIONS FOR WHICH CALCULATIONS ARE NECESSARY. UECTORIZE 
THE ARRAY NODJJ IS ALSO ASSEMBLED HERE. WHICH DENOTES THE UECTORIZE 
NODE IDENTIFIERS OF EACH RADIALLY-ADJACENT NODE FOR THE NODES UECTORIZE 
ASSEMBLED IN NODIJ. UECTORIZE 
IT ALSO DETERMINES THE AMOUNT OF STORAGE TO BE ALLOCATED FOR UECTORIZE 
THE DYNAMICALLY-ASSIGNED UECTORS, I.E.. THE NUMBER OF NODES UECTORIZE 
FOR WHICH CALCULATIONS ARE NECESSARY. UECTORIZEUECTORIZE
THE NODE IDENTIFIER PROCESSING IS PERFORMED ONLY ONCE PER RUN
INDX * INDX1 












































DO 2 I * 1>IMAX UECTORIZE 38JL * JMN(I) UECTORIZE 39
JR = JMX(I) UECTORIZE 40
DO 2 J = JL,JR UECTORIZE 41
INDX = INDX +1 UECTORIZE 42NODIJ(INDX) = NBTCI+l*J+l) UECTORIZE 43
DO 1 JJ = 1*4 UECTORIZE 44IP - I + 1 + ICCJJ) UECTORIZE 45
JP = J + 1 + JG(JJ) UECTORIZE 46NODJJCINDX. JJ) « MBTCIP*JP) UECTORIZE 47
CONTINUE UECTORIZE 48
•■■■CONTINUE UECTORIZE 49INDX1 = INDX UECTORIZE 50
END IF UECTORIZE 51UECTORIZE 52
THIS BEGINS THE 2D SOURCE INNER CALCULATION. THE SOURCE IS UECTORIZE 53
SOLUED FOR DIRECTLY FROM THE NODAL COUPLING PARAMETERS. UECTORIZE 54
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS HILL EXPLAIN THE UARIOUS USES OF THE UECTORIZE 55
DYNAMICALLY-ASSIGNED UECTORS. UECTORIZE 56UECTORIZE 57
IF (KMAX.EQ.l) THEN UECTORIZE 58
ASSIGN A0..DYN. INDX UECTORIZE 59
ASSIGN CU1..DYN. INDX UECTORIZE 60
ASSIGN CU2..DYN. INDX UECTORIZE 61
ASSIGN A3..DYN. INDX ' ~ UECTORIZE 62
ASSIGN A4,.DYN. INDX UECTORIZE 63
ASSIGN A5*.DYN. INDX UECTORIZE 64
ASSIGN A6*.DYN. INDX UECTORIZE 65
ASSIGN Ml*.DYN.INDX UECTORIZE 66
DO 1150 N = 1.2 UECTORIZE 67
CU1 = 0. UECTORIZE 68
A3 = Q8UGATHR(RHOJI(i:0).NODIJ(l;INDX):A3) UECTORIZE 69UECTORIZE 70
this loop partially assembles the x-y plane leakage coupling UECTORIZE 71
OF ADJACENT NODES. CU1 IS THE PARTIALLY ASSEMBLED LEAKAGE. UECTORIZE 72
A3 IS RHOJI(I.J)» AO IS THE SOURCE Ih THE ADJACENT NODES* 
CU2 IS CT(I.J) FOR THE ADJACENT NODES. AND A4 IS RHOJICI.J) 









DO 1140 JJ * 1.4 UECTORIZE 77
ASSIGN Ml.NODJJC1.JJ:INDX) UECTORIZE 78
AO = Q8UGATHRC SC 15 0)•Ml 5 AO) UECTORIZE 79
CU2 - Q8UGATHR (CT(1;0).M1 *CU2) UECTORIZE 80
A4 = Q8UGATHRCRHOJI(150).Ml:A4) UECTORIZE 81
WHERE (Ml.GT.O) CU1 = CU1 + A0*CU2/(1. - A3*A4) UECTORIZE 82
1140 CONTINUE UECTORIZE 83UECTORIZE 84
DIRECT SOLUTION FOR THE SOURCE IS PERFORMED. UECTOR Ml IS UECTORIZE 85
THE ARRAY OF NODES TO BE CALCULATED. A6 IS H(I.J). AO IS UECTORIZE 86
SRC(I.J). CU1 IS RIJXIJCI.J). THE FINAL RESULT IS CALCULATED UECTORIZE 87
AND STORED IN UECTOR CU2. AND THEN SCATTERED BACK TO THE UECTORIZE 88
MAIN MEMORY ARRAY SCI.J). UECTORIZE 89UECTORIZE 90
THE FINAL ASSEMBLY OF THE X-Y LEAKAGE COUPLING IS 
CALCULATED AND STORED IN UECTOR A5.
ASSIGN Ml.NODIJC1JINDX)
A6 = Q8UGATHR(H(1:0).M1J A6)
AS = CU1*(1.-A3)*A6
AO = Q8UGATHRCSRCC1.0).M1JAO)
CU1 * Q8UGATHRCRIJXIJC1? 0).MUCU1)
CU2 = CA5 + A0*RKEFF)/CCU1 +1.)A3 = Q8UGATHRCS(150).Mi;A3)
A4 - CU2/A3 
TMN * Q8SMINCA4)
TMX = Q8SMAXCA4)
IF (AMAX.LT.TMX) AMAX = TMX 
IF (AMIN.GT.TMN) AMIN = TMN 
S(IJO) = Q8USCATR(CU2.M1.S(1J 0))
1150 CONTINUE
CONUERGENCE PARAMETERS ARE CALCULATED HERE. AS WELL AS THE 
NODE OF -WORST’* BEHAUIOR.
CU1 = UABS((1.-CU2/A3):CU1)
AMN * Q8SMINCCU1)
IF (DIX.LT.AMN) THEN 
MN = Q8SMINKCU1)
DIX = AMN 
IDEL = MN+1
UECTORIZE 91 




































THIS BEGINS THE 3D SOURCE INNER CALCULATION. THE SOURCE IS 
SOLUED FOR BY A K-LINE SUCCESSIUE RELAXATION AXIALLY» WITH 
X-Y PLANE BEHAUIOR TREATED SIMILARLY TO THE 2D UERSION. 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS WILL EXPLAIN THE UARIOUS USES OF THE 
DYNAMICALLY-ASSIGNED UECTORS.
DO 2200 N * 1.2AGAIN, A TWO-PASS CALCULATION IS USED TO COMPENSATE FOR THE 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE ORIGINAL UERSION (GAUSS-SEIDEL) AND 
THE UECTORIZED UERSION (JACOBI AT EACH K-LEUEL).








DO 2140 K = l.KMAXASSIGN BHKCK),.DYN.INDX 





HORIZONTAL (X-Y PLANE) LEAKAGE COMPONENTS ARE SUMMED AND 
STORED IN UECTOR BHK. HERE, UECTOR A3 IS RHOJICI,J.K).
AO IS S(I.J.K) FOR THE ADJACENT NODES. CU2 IS CT(I.J.K) FOR 




DO 2130 JJ = 1.4ASSIGN Ml,NODJJCl.JJ;INDX)
AO = Q8UGATHR(S(KLUL:0).Ml:A0)
CU2 = Q8UGATHR(CT(KLUL:0).M1;CU2)
AG - Q8UGATHR(RHOJl(KLULSO),Ml;AG)WHERE CM1.GT.0) BHKCK) = BHKCK) + A0*CU2/'C1. - A3*AG) 
CONTINUE
FINAL ASSEMBLY OF THE HORIZONTAL LEAKAGE IS COMPLETED IN 
UECTOR BHK. CU1 IS HCI.J.K).
ASSIGN Ml.NODIJCi:INDX) 
cui * Q8UGathrchcklul:o).mi;cui)
AG *1. - A3 BHKCK) = BHKCK)*AG*CU1
THE UERTICAL COMPONENT OF RHOJI IS BACKED OUT OF THE 
HORIZONTAL UALUE IN UECTOR A3 AND STORED IN RUI.
THE SAME IS DONE TO ACQUIRE THE UERTICAL COMPONENT OF RIJ. 
WHICH IS COUPLED WITH CTCI,J.K) AND STORED IN CTU.
UECTOR CU2 IS CTCI.J.K). AND UECTOR A4 IS RIJCI.J.K).
AS = DXBDZ*AG/'(1. + A3)
RUICK) * (1. - A5VC1. + A5)CU2 a Q8UGATHRCCTCKLULJ0)»Ml.CU2)
A4 = Q8UGATHR(RIJ(KLUL;0).M1;A4)
CTUCK) ® (0.5/A4 - 2.0)*CU2 
KLUL = KLUL + NDIM2L 
CONTINUE
THE UERTICAL K+l AND UERTICAL K-l LEAKAGE COMPONENTS ARE 
COMPUTED AND STORED IN UECTORS BKP AND BKM, RESPECTIUELY.
UECTOR CU1 IS HCI.J.K).
UECTORIZE 1H 


















































































. KLUL * 1
DO 2150 K * 1*KMAX - 1
CUl = Q8UGATHR(H C KLUL;0), Ml;CU1) >
BKP(K) = CTU(K+1)*CU1*(1.-RUI(K))/(1.-RUI ( K)*RUI(K+1)) KLUL * KLUL + NDIM2L 2150 CONTINUE
KLUL = NDIM2L + 1 
DO 2ISO K = 2? KMAX
CUl = Q8UGATHR(H(KLUL»0)»Ml»CU1)
BKM(K) - CTU(K-1)*CU1*(1.-RUI(K))/(1.-RUI(K)*RUI(K-l)) 
KLUL = KLUL +NDIM2L 2160 CONTINUE
BKP(KMAX) = 0.
BKMCl) = 0,
THE UPPER DIAGONAL COEFFICIENT OF THE SOURCE IS COMPLETED 
AND ASSIGNED TO UECTOR DUPP. THIS IS THEN USED TO COMPLETE 
THE CHANGES IN THE SOURCE SIDE OF THE EQUATION RESULTING 
FROM THE FORWARD ELIMINATION* UHICH IS STORED IN UECTOR SQURC.
UECTOR A5 IS RIJXIJCI*J»K)* AND AO IS SRC(I,J*K).
' KLUL = 1 
DO 2170 K * 1» KMAX
A5 = Q8UGATHR(RIJXIJ(KLUL;0)* Ml;A5)AO = 08UGATHR C SRC( KLUL;0)* Ml;AO)
DUPPCK) * 1.>(1. + A5 + BKM(K)*DUPP(K-1))
SOURCCK) = C BHK(K)+A0*RKEFF+BKMC K)*SOURC(K-l))*DUPP( K) DUPP C K) = -1.*BKP C K)*DUPP(K)
KLUL = KLUL + NDIM2L 
CONTINUE
THE SOURCE CALCULATION IS COMPLETED BY BACK SUBSTITUTION DOWN THE K-NQDE STACK.
DO 2180 K = KMAX-1>1»-1
SOURCCK) * SQURCCK) - DUPP(K)*SOURC(K+l)CONTINUE
THE CALCULATED SOURCE IS REASSIGNED TO ARRAY S(I,J*K) IN 
PROGRAM MAIN STORAGE. CONUERGENCE PARAMETERS ARE THEN PICKED 
AND PROCESSED FOR PASSAGE TO SUBROUTINE SOURCE.
KLUL * 1
DO 2130 K = 1 * KMAX
AO = Q8UGATHR(S (KLUL * 0)* Ml:AO)
S(klul;o) = Q8uscatr(SOUrcck)*mi;s(KLUl:o))A4 * SOURCCK)/A0 
TMN * Q8SMINCA4)
TMX = Q8SMAXCA4)
IF (AMAX.LT.TMX) AMAX = TMX 
IF (AMIN.GT.TMN) AMIN = TMN
A3 = UABSCU. - A4);A3)
AMN * Q8SMINCA3)
IF (DIX.LE.AMN) THEN MN * Q8SMINI(A3)
MN = MN + 1 DIX = AMN 
KDEL * K
IDEL = MODCMNfJMAX)
JDEL » (MN - IDED/JMAX + 
ENDIF

























































UECTORIZE 251 UECTORIZE 252 
UECTORIZE 253 
UECTORIZE 254 
UECTORIZE 255 
UECTORIZE 256 
UECTORIZE 257 
1 UECTORIZE 258
UECTORIZE 259 
UECTORIZE 260 
UECTORIZE 261 
UECTORIZE 262 
UECTORIZE 263 
UECTORIZE 264 
GUTS 171
GUTS 172
GUTS 173
